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We ran an SOP for the first function of command, Deployment in the last installment of 
BShifter (The Eagle issue). Our plan is to run an SOP for each function of command in 
each issue. This issue contains the SOP for the second function of command, Assume, 
Confirm & Positioning of Command. This function has been reworked to include the 
transfer of command (the transfer of command used to be found in function #8, 
continue, transfer and terminate command). This made sense, as the goal is to quickly 
place a strategically positioned IC in charge of the incident as quickly as possible.  
 
Each of these installments start with the performance benchmarks from the Hazard 
Zone Management Standard. This is the same standard the state of Minnesota got 
accredited through the International Fire Service Accreditation Congress (IFSAC). 
 
These procedures do not read like your typical SOPs. They contain a little more 
explanation because each separate SOP connects with one another to create a system. 
The 8 functions of command build upon, connect and reinforce one another. Changing 
one SOP (staging as an example) can have a profound effect on other SOPs (changes 
to staging has a potential effect on assignment by the IC, accountability, the standard 
company work cycle along with a whole host of other procedures). The added content is 
intended to describe the how and why. 
 
We provide these SOPs in Word format. This allows for editing and reformatting to 
further customize the content of these procedures to meet your department's needs. 
The next installment will be command function #3, Situation Evaluation, one of our 
favorites.  
 
Hazard Zone Management Standard performance benchmarks for 
Assume, Confirm & Positioning Command: 
 
3.3* Assumption, Confirmation and Positioning of Command 
Major Goal: Assume, Confirm and position command to quickly establish and 
confirm a single IC is established and to place that IC in the most effective initial 
command position. This duty involves assuming initial command of an incident or 
planned event, according to the following job performance requirements. 
 
3.3.1 The first arriving unit (officer) must assume initial command. 
This duty involves assuming command upon initial arrival, conducting a standard 
radio report, and positioning command according to the following job performance 
requirements. 


 
(a) Requisite Knowledge: The initial unit (officer) must know the procedures 
for initial command operations as prescribed by the AHJ. 


Function #1 Deployment 
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(b) Requisite Skills: Advise communication of initial arrival, followed by 
standard radio report and assuming command. 
 
2.   Demonstrate the ability to assume and confirm command with  
a standard radio report. The exact duty required of the Incident Commander is  
assuming command of an incident through a procedure. 
 
(a)   Requisite Knowledge:   Demonstrate the ability to confirm command assumption 
with a standard radio report/procedure: 
 (1) Arrive on the scene 
 (2) Building/ event description 
 (3) Describe the problem 


4. action taken 
5. declare strategy 
6. assume and name command (with dispatch/communications confirmation) 
7. accountability position 
8. Safety concerns and the AHJ standard operating procedures. 


 
(b)   Requisite Skills:   Analyzing incident conditions, transmitting an accurate initial 
radio report, delegating responsibilities to other responders, 
coordinating operations with other response disciplines, operating communications 
equipment, implementing accountability system and assuming 
initial scene safety officer. 
3.3.3 Demonstrate the ability to select the proper command mode.  The Incident 
Commander shall identify the proper command mode; investigation, fast attack, 
command. 
 
(a)   Requisite Knowledge:  Identify the proper command mode based on standard radio 
report information and the various command procedures used by the AHJ. 
 
(b)   Requisite Skills:   Analyzing incident conditions and information, identify the 
proper command mode of operation. 
 
3.3.4 Position a stationary command post in an appropriate location as soon as 
possible into the event/inc. as defined in the AHJ standard operating procedures. 
Establish a command post with the correct command positioning and support for the 
current command mode.   
 
(a)   Requisite Knowledge: AHJ standard operating procedures for establishing a 
command post. 
 







 


 


(b)   Requisite Skills:   Analyze the standard radio report information and select and 
position the command post appropriately. 
 
3.3.5   Package command for ongoing operations and escalation. Manage the 
ongoing command operation within AHJ standard operating procedures and 
prepare a plan for possible escalation. 
 
(a) Requisite Knowledge:  Anticipate the ongoing operation with an understanding of the 
AHJ procedures for escalation. 
    
(b) Requisite Skills:  Coordinate and manage the communications of an on- going 
operation and the planning and coordination required to escalate an event. 
  
6.Assume initial command of an incident or planned event. Given an incident or 
planned event, a tactical worksheet or other documentation, a radio, assigned 
resources, the AHJ SOP, so that the incident conditions are accurately assessed, 
choosing the correct strategy, safety of all responders is ensured, a detailed report is 
transmitted, an appropriate initial Incident Action Plan is developed, resources are 
assigned appropriately, and the person assuming command and their location are 
identified and command is properly named. 
 
(a) Requisite Knowledge:  The AHJ SOP establishes responsibilities and authority of the 
Incident Commander, Incident Management Team, Command Staff and other 
personnel. Using the elements of a proper size-up report, appropriate location of 
Command Post, safety factors and considerations involved with incident operations, 
capabilities of resources assigned to an incident or planned event, various command 
documentation used by the AHJ. 
(b) Requisite Skills:  Analyzing incident conditions and developing a plan of action, 
transmitting an accurate size-up report, filling out incident worksheets and 
documentation, selecting a proper command post location, setting up functional 
command post, delegating responsibilities to other responders, coordinating operations 
with other response disciplines and operating communications equipment. 
  
 
Introduction - Assume, Confirm & the Positioning of Command  


• The key to safe and effective hazard zones operations is by managing an incident response from the very 
beginning of the event. This requires the initial arriving unit/member to take command and become the IC. The 
Incident Commander is the only person responsible for performing the standard 8 functions of command. The 
reason the IC builds an effective command organization is to manage the functions of command.  
•  
• As subsequent units arrive to the scene they must go through the IC to get an assignment. Assignment by 
the IC facilitates controlling the position and function of all hazard zone resources; implementing, managing and 
reviewing the IAP (completing the tactical priorities); and managing the ongoing safety of all hazard zone 
personnel. Well-managed hazard zone operations maximize the effectiveness of personnel and other resources, are 







 


 


brought under control quicker and are safer operations. The IC manages their strategic level accountability 
responsibility by tracking the position and function of all units operating in the hazard zone.  
•  


Incident operations are initiated when the fire department is notified for a service request(s) and 
the incident is dispatched. The intent of this service requests is to quickly place firefighters and 
other emergency responders on the scene to conduct incident operations that solves, eliminates 
and minimizes the incident hazards. Fire department response routinely involves operating at 
incident scenes with an active hazard zone. These procedures are specifically designed for 
managing structural firefighting operations that occur in areas that are immediately dangerous to 
life and health (IDLH). These same SOPs also apply to operating in any other type of high hazard 
area firefighters operate in. These type of incident scenes include: 
• Hazardous materials response. 
• Emergency medical responses that involve guns, weapons, terrorism or any other incident scene that involves 


active violence. These types of hazard zones must be controlled by local law enforcement before fire department 
personnel are allowed to enter. The fire department should stage in a safe location until local law enforcement 
controls the physical area where the fire department will operate. Cops shouldn't operate on the interior of burning 
buildings and we have no business getting in the middle of someone else's shoot out. This places the fire 
department in a support position for hazard zones that involve violence. 


• Any incident operation that takes place on an active roadway. We use command SOPs to manage the risks 
associated with traffic. 


• The local fire department is typically the lead agency for any hazard zone involving hazardous materials, technical 
rescue, emergency medical response and/or fire. This places an fire department Incident Commander in charge of 
these multiple-agency incident scenes and is explained in further detail in the unified command section of function 
#8.  
•  
• First unit or member to the scene must assume command 
• The first arriving unit or member to arrive to the scene will assume command of the incident. In many 
instances the initial IC will be the company officer of an engine company. This initial arriving officer oftentimes 
operates on all 3 levels of the incident organization (strategic, tactical & task). They will quickly size up the key 
critical factors, determine the correct strategy along with the initial incident action plan (IAP). They will then 
physically assist with the attack and supervise their crew, performing as the IC in the fast attack position. 
•  
• In cases of one or two unit responses (EMS, trash fire, car fire, etc.), when the officer of the initial arriving 
company makes the determination that no further units will be required the formal assumption of command (over 
the tactical radio channel) is not necessary. In these instances the initial arriving officer is in charge of the incident 
operation. If the officer in charge determines more resources will be required, they will formally assume 
command of the incident as part of upgrading the assignment. Command is formally established (via initial radio 
report) for all incidents where 3 or more units will be assigned to the same incident. The assumption of command 
places an Incident Commander (IC) in charge of the incident scene. The Dispatch Center confirms an IC is in 
place when they announce (as an example), "Engine 1 will be Main Street Command."  
•  
• Formal assumption of command 
• An effective initial radio report wraps the first 5 functions of command together and satisfies most of the 
initial IC's strategic level responsibilities. This becomes critical when the IC is operating in a fast-attack position. 


• Deployment - Level 1 staging is automatically implemented when command is established. 
• Assume, Confirm & Positioning of Command - Command is established and confirmed as part of the initial radio 


report. 







 


 


• Situation Evaluation - The IC conducts a size up as the foundation of the strategic decision making process. 
• Communications - The IC takes charge of the communications process when establishing command.  
• Strategy and Incident Action Planning - The IC identifies the overall incident strategy and corresponding IAP.   


•  
• The Initial Radio Report 
• Beginning incident operations with the formal assumption of command as part of a concise initial radio 
report paves the way for a well-managed front end. The initial radio can be broken down into it's basic 
components. These initial radio reporting elements include: 


• Contact the Dispatch Center. Example: "Engine 1 to Dispatch."  
This does several things, first it ensures the member is on the correct radio channel. It 
also notifies the Dispatch Center that Engine 1 wants to communicate with them.        
This prompt also alerts the remainder of the incident assignment that the first due unit 
has very likely arrived to the incident scene and is about to transmit the initial radio 
report. 
•  Unit ID and position. Example: "Engine 1 is on the scene,". 
This alerts the entire incident response that the initial arriving unit has arrived to the 
scene (or the reported location of the incident). In cases where the initial IC is not on the 
scene they should say so as part of the initial report. Example: "Engine 1 has smoke in 
the area. We will assume Main Street Command and continue checking." This allows 
the initial arriving officer to assume command, which automatically implements level 1 
staging procedures. It also provides the IC time to get into the best possible position 
while eliminating situations where the second arriving unit arrives to the scene (unaware 
that the first due unit is getting into a better position) and assumes command. Placing 
later arriving units in level 1 staging provides the IC the flexibility to cover multiple 
positions from multiple directions. 
 
The next element of the initial radio report is a description of the incident scene and the 
action being taken. This prepares the entire incident response for the ensuing operation. 
For structure fires these elements include: 
• Describe the building - size, height and occupancy type. 
• Describe the location of the fire - descriptions include: nothing showing, light smoke, working fire and defensive 


fire conditions.  
• Identify the initial attack position and the assignments for that position. In most instances this will describe what 


the IC is doing with his/her company. 
• Determine the overall incident strategy - offensive or defensive.  
• Take command of the incident - The IC should name command, either after the street the incident is located on 


(example: "Main Street Command") or the occupancy (example: "County Hospital Command).  
•  
• Follow up report 
• The follow reporting elements includes: 


• Any pertinent information gained from a 360. Example: "Command to Alarm...360 complete. Nothing further to 
report." or "360 complete. We have a working fire in the basement and will be adjusting the attack for a working 
basement fire." 


• Resource determination. This ensures enough resources have been assigned to the incident during the very the 
beginning of the incident operation. There are three basic resource determinations: hold the assignment, cancel the 
remainder of the assignment or upgrade the assignment. If the IC determines more resources will be required, the 







 


 


request for additional resources should come in the form of additional alarms. Making resource requests in the 
form of additional alarms upgrades the assignment in a standard manner, eliminating situations where the IC must 
identify and request specific units. Example: "Give the balance of the 2nd alarm." 


• Accountability location. The initial arriving apparatus to each tactical position typically becomes the 
accountability location for that operational area. Example: "Engine 1 will be the Alpha-side accountability 
location." 
•  
• Commencing hazard zone operations in this fashion allows the IC to provide a quick and accurate briefing 
of the obvious incident conditions, put a plan in place and ensure the appropriate number of resources have been 
assigned to the incident. This causes effective and coordinated action, reduces communications later on in the 
incident and lays the ground work for a seamless transfer of command. 
•  
• The IC uses the radio designation of "Command". As an example, if the officer of Engine 1 assumes 
command he/she no longer uses the radio designation "Engine 1", they are "Command".  
•  
• Command positions 
• There are 3 command positions. They are: 
• Investigative 
• Fast attack position 
• Strategic position 
•  
• Investigative 
• The investigative position is used for situations with no apparent hazards. These are typically "smells and 
bells" (odors and alarms). These types of situations require further investigation by the IC to determine the nature 
of the incident. The IC physically goes to where the problem is reported to investigate. This information safari is 
conducted without advancing attack lines. This is how investigative is different from the fast attack position. The 
advantage of the investigative position is it allows the initial IC to take command, causing later arriving units to 
stage out of the way, while determining if further action will be required. 
•  
• Fast Attack 
• The fast attack position is designed to quickly get the initial operation in place. The majority of offensive 
fire operations are brought under control by this initial operation. The fast attack position ends quickly in one of 
two ways - the hazard is quickly controlled/eliminated or command is transferred to an IC who will operate in a 
strategic command position. Either way, the fast attack operations should not last more than 5 minutes. The 
advantage of the fast attack position is it gives the IC a view of the incident conditions from both outside and 
inside. It also allows the officer to manage and supervise their crew while operating in the hazard zone. The 
disadvantage of the fast attack position is it places the IC inside the hazard zone, one of the worst places to 
manage and conduct a size up from. That is why it critical that the fast attack position end quickly. 
•  
• Strategic Position 
• The strategic position is typically used by the initial arriving chief who transfers command from a fast 
attacking IC. Response chiefs should not operate in the fast attack position - their hazard zone responsibilities lies 
on the strategic and tactical levels. A strategic position is inside the command post. This starts out in their 
response vehicle. Inside the vehicle, with the windows rolled up provides the most ideal environment to monitor 
incident conditions, control hazard zone communications, track and record assignment along with all the other 
strategic level responsibilities that comes with being the IC. In the event that incident operations will escalate in 
size and/or length, command may be repositioned into a larger command post to support the current IC. This is 
typically accomplished with a command van to assemble a command team. 
•  







 


 


• The most ideal staffing arrangement for response chiefs (battalion chiefs in most systems) is to pair them 
with a command partner. This partner serves as the support officer when the initial arriving chief transfers 
command. The fact that the support officer drives during the response allows the chief to monitor radio traffic, 
research any pre-plan data and record assignments made by the fast attacking IC while enroute. This allows for a 
seamless transfer of command when the response chief arrives to the scene. 
•  
• The Transfer of Command 
• We transfer command to improve command. The decision to transfer command is ultimately left up to the 
later arriving, ranking officer. In some cases the fast attacking IC will have achieved the tactical benchmarks of 
"all clear" and "under control" before the initial ranking officer arrives to the scene. In many cases it makes more 
sense to leave command with the fast attacking IC - especially in situations where the hazard has been eliminated, 
operations have slowed down and the current IC is the most aware of the remaining work that must take place. In 
these instances transferring command may make command less effective.  
•  
• The major reason we transfer command is to improve firefighter safety by placing an IC in a strategic 
position to manage the ongoing size up process. This must be the benchmark anytime crews are operating in a 
hazard zone. If the initial operation doesn't control/eliminate the incident hazard(s), command must be transferred 
to a strategic positioned IC. The transfer of command is performed in the following manner: 
• Transferring officer contacts the fast attacking IC 
• Example:  
• "Battalion 1 to Main Street Command." 
• "This is command, go ahead BC 1." 
• "I copy you've advanced a line through the Alpha side, you have E2 with an attack line through the Charlie 
side and you have Ladder 1 on the roof. It looks like your making good progress on the fire. I will transfer 
command." 
• "Command copies BC 1. You are correct on my assignments and we are getting a good knockdown on the 
fire. BC 1 will be transferring command." 
• "BC 1 to Dispatch"...."BC 1 will be transferring Main Street Command. We are making good progress on 
fire control and will continue operating in the offensive strategy." 
•  
• The transferring officer is in a better position to quickly reconfirm the initial IC's assignments. It is also 
advantageous to give the interior officer a status report of the incident conditions as viewed from the command 
post. The new IC completes the transfer process through the Dispatch Center and reconfirms the overall incident 
strategy.   
•  
• Once the IC is in a strategic position it should end any further transfers of command. As later arriving, 
higher-ranking officers show up to the scene they should be used to support the current IC. This is accomplished 
by assembling a command team (IC, Support Officer and Senior Advisor). Later arriving, ranking officers can 
also be assigned to assume tactical level responsibilities (warm zone tactical bosses), safety officers, or any other 
assignment by the command team.  
•  
• Transferring command every time the next higher ranking officer arrives to the scene is very disruptive to 
the strategic level and should be avoided. This is covered in greater detail in command function #8, continue, 
support and terminate command.  
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Welcome to the third issue of B Shifter. We 
hope you are enjoying our publication and 
that you are finding the information enter-

taining as well as useful. There are a few things going 
on this quarter that I’d like to point out for you.

First, we are introducing two new columns that 
require your feedback and input. Our delightful editor 
tells me that columns requiring reader feedback often-
times don’t do very well because people don’t really 
ever respond. I hope that’s not the case for us. It’s my 
long-held opinion that we learn the most when we lis-
ten to each other tell stories and relate our experiences 
honestly. In “Functional Boss Behaviors,” (pg. 44) we 
invite you to read a leadership case study and relate 
how you would handle the situation. In our “Be Nice” 
column (pg. 26), we ask you to share the ways you or 
other members of your department go above and beyond to pro-
vide great customer service to Mrs. Smith. I think firefighters often 
have a harder time patting themselves on the back than they do 
accepting responsibility for things that didn’t go so well. 

We have two features in this issue that deserve some atten-
tion. In “Down Under,” (pg. 28) we highlight the Australian fire ser-
vice, and we’ve included a very honest, lessons-learned  account 
of communications gone wrong. As I mentioned above, we can 
learn from one another when we share the best—and worst—of our 
experiences. On page 36 in “Kill the Flashover,” my good friend 
Joe Starnes shares some preliminary data from live-burn tests he 
and others recently conducted. We’re learning all kinds of new stuff 
about how our tactics might contribute to flashover conditions.

In other news, the ol’ Mack pumper I use as a prop for so many  
photos and videos recently won the Commercial award at the Good 
Guys Southwest Nationals car show. My buddy Hoot Gibson and I 
hung out at the show for three days and had a great time talking 
to other car buffs. Do any of you have old trucks you’re working 
on refurbishing? Drop me a line and tell us about it at B_Shifter@
comcast.net. 

We Want to Hear from You!  
Bruno discusses two new reader-response 
columns. Plus, videos on pets & pet projects.
BY ALAN V. BRUNACINI

http://vimeopro.com/user8072350/bshifter-volume-1-issue-3/video/34484639
http://vimeopro.com/user8072350/bshifter-volume-1-issue-3/video/34485342
http://vimeopro.com/user8072350/bshifter-volume-1-issue-3/video/34484559
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My generation is fortu-
nate to have ushered 
in the digital age. 

When I began my career, you had 
to manually change the channel 
on the television, and we had 
a choice of only four channels. 
One of our first forays into pay TV 
was a channel called, “On After-
hours.” This channel required 
a special receiver that hooked 
up to your TV set, allowing you 
to view analog, Disney-style, 
R-rated porn. We had a driver 
assigned to a utility truck who 
worked on electric appliances. 
He wasn’t attractive, but he was 
an electronic savant. As firefight-
ers, we figured it was wrong to 
pay for something when one of 
us had the skills to pull it out of 
the air for free. 

Our Quasimodo engineer 
removed the back of the TV cabi-
net and soldered a large, homemade electromagnet to the picture tube. If 
I recall, a small lead-and-acid battery played a role in this Stargate device. 
When activated, the TV displayed torn, Picasso-style images. The engineer 
claimed this was interference caused by remnants of the big bang. On the 
upside, the soundtrack to all this static was people having sex in Spanish. A 
Hispanic medic verified this for me. 

Change: For Better or Worse?
In the ensuing 30 years, we have had to adapt to many changes, good and 
bad. We have seen pagers turn into cell phones, and portable radios devolve 
into a cellular network that drops every other call. All television programs are 
now formatted for Internet streaming. Fire departments continue to legislate 
against their members using Facebook, while Facebook saturates billions of 
oppressed third-worlders with the sweet syrup of the American way of life. 
(You’re welcome, Libya and Egypt!) 

Steamy  
Suggestions 
Recent fire research invites a  
hot, new fire-attack method.
BY NICK BRUNACINI
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The following story resonates with firefighters from around the world. We are 
all the same. We hate change and refuse to believe anything that differs from 
the original lessons we learned at our academy:

“A steam fire engine was built in London in 1829, but the volunteer fire 
companies of the day were very slow to accept it. When a group of insurance 
companies in New York had a self-propelled engine built in 1841, the firefighters 
so hindered its use that the insurance companies gave up the project. Finally, in 
Cincinnati, Ohio, the public forced a steam engine on the firefighters.” 

—www.afirepro.com/history.html
I find it odd that firefighters in the swing state of Ohio ever 

allowed the public to force them to abandon horsies in favor of 
motorized apparatus. Had they held their ground and not taken 
the coward’s way out, perhaps it could have staved off global 
warming and the impending extinction of the polar bears. 
(Thanks for nothing, Cincinnati.)

I wonder if the bucket brigades (pagans of the Old Tes-
tament era) reacted poorly to the first smoothbore nozzle. I’m 
sure our earliest union representatives saw it as a veiled attempt 
to cut back the workforce. One hundred years later, the Order of 
the Lloyds of Laymen sent a ripple through the fire service when 
they introduced the fog nozzle. The smoothbore fundamental-
ists spoke ill of small-diameter, adjustable fog-nozzle attack 
lines, referring to them as “Queen’s lines.” A few decades later, 
a rogue cult of Northern Euro trash introduced the shipping 
container flashover trainer and the art of penciling. 

Really, I shouldn’t have been so hasty to renounce Cincinnati. Had they 
not allowed their community to bully them into motorized apparatus, I would 
have never tasted the thrill of an interior attack nestled behind a fog nozzle. 
The tool of choice in my recruit-training class was the 1½” attack line with a 
turbo-jet fog nozzle—the AK-47 of the interior fire attack. The nozzle and lead-
ing 5 to 6 feet of line can also be used as a sort of crude club. While not an 
elegant tool, it is certainly well suited for our workspace. We can put that line 
into action quickly, and it generally gets the job done. It was the line of choice 
when initiating the stretch with a single firefighter, especially if you planned on 
advancing the thing more than a few feet after pairing up with your partner(s). 
A 2½” line might flow twice the water, but it takes three times the people 
and twice the time to move the same distance. We call them attack lines for 
a reason. 

Decades of “Progress” Bitch-Slapped by Science
We are living in the golden age of the end times. What really makes it all the 
more fantastic is the growing number of sane people who believe a long-gone 
group of savages, who played soccer with freshly severed human heads, know 
more about the nature of the universe than today’s highly educated rocket 
scientists. Even Einstein’s greatest work falls apart when applied to all those 
atoms that make up universal mass and energy. It really should come as no 
surprise that the last decade of fire research (much of it available for free on 
the internet!) is turning some of our long-held tactical truths on their heads. 
Differences of opinion have historically fragmented the fire service. Now we 
have big-city response chiefs saying in some cases, we should apply water 
from exterior positions. The heretics…

I have a buddy who has co-written a very good fire-attack book. He 
describes the theory of maximizing the effectiveness of your water through 
better application practices. Basically, it’s the alchemy of turning water to 
steam—very Northern European with judicious examples of penciling. It’s a 

It should really come as 
no surprise that the last 
decade of fire research is 
turning some of our long-
held tactical truths on 
their heads. 

http://www.afirepro.com/history.html
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safe bet this tactic is better suited to compartment fires (especially ones found 
in steel shipping containers) than well-involved, wood-trussed attic spaces. 
I am having trouble wrapping my head 
around the notion that “penciling” a few 
gallons of water into an entire living room 
that has been converted into megawatts 
of heat energy will somehow get the mail 
delivered. The one thing all structure fires 
seem to have in common is a sufficient 
amount of water always wins.

The drill manuals for our departments 
become our scriptures. The training acad-
emy is where I learned how to maximize 
the amount of time I could spend in a burn-
ing building. Much of this time was gained 
through very aggressive air-management 
practices. One of the first pieces of errone-
ous information our training officers taught 
us was how to use the inside of a turnout 
coat as an air filter. Before mask-mounted 
regulators became the rage, our SCBA 
facemask had an external rubber trachea 
that quick-connected into a belt-mounted 
regulator. When you ran out of air, you disconnected your elephant-trunk 
breathing tube and snaked it into the secret agent pocket on the inside of your 
turnout jacket. When the pocket filter quit delivering a breathable atmosphere 
(and you started to see spots), option No. 2 was to go prone on the floor, 
open the fog nozzle to a 60-degree stream, put your face next to the stream, 
crack the seal on your mask and breath in all that sweet, freshly cooled, foggy 
atmosphere. Being a C student, it wasn’t until I was taking a hydraulics class 
five years later when I figured out that centrifugal pumps do not pump air. In 
order to actually utilize the oxygen locked in the water flowing from a nozzle, 
one would need gills. We should consider hiring biologists when choosing 
recruit-training officers, or we should hire smarter recruits. 

My recruit-training officers were seasoned fire officers who schooled us 
young neophytes in the mysteries of fire behavior. Much of this occurred in our 
drill tower, essentially a six-story fireplace where we burned every imaginable 
type of fuel. During recruit training, my hive learned that rollovers and flash-
overs occurred during the steady-state phase—a spectacular phase made 
possible by ventilation. Just like us, the fire needs a steady supply of fresh air, 
or it will die. 

Sometimes our masters took us off campus to ignite vacant buildings and 
demonstrate the magic of combustion in real-world settings. During these 
arson-filled field trips, we saw actual examples of the laws of heat flow and 
heat transfer, flash points, ignition temperatures, vapor densities and pyroly-
sis. Most of the hands-on application of this fire-science information was dis-
tilled down to Frankenstein-style clarity: “Water good. Fire bad.” Our fire chief 
summed it all up with, “Nothing burns when it’s submerged.”

Full Steam Ahead
After spending the last three decades as a member of the American fire ser-
vice, I find it amazing whenever we agree on anything. I have no idea how 
the young make any sense from our rabble of experts. East Coast guys argue 
with their West Coast counterparts over the correct tactics for fires in the 
same shaped buildings. It only took decades of bickering to figure out that a  
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building code written around possible earthquakes changes the fire-perfor-
mance characteristics of the roof system. Throw in nozzle design, apparatus 
color, the different nouns we use to describe the same thing, and search-
and-rescue tactics, and it’s quite amazing that we ever evolved past bucket 
brigades to the short-burst application of water into the strata of the fire com-
partment.  

Some may snicker at the thought of penciling and might even go so far 
as to declare it gay, but it feels like a rehash of the days when our service used 
high-pressure pumps to make very fine, high-velocity water spray. I feel it is 
time to take this concept to the next level in an effort to unite the global fire 
service. Science TV has taught me that, occasionally, magic can trump math. It 
is widely accepted scientific fact that the converting of liquid water into steam 
vapor is a major way we stop heat energy from turning solid fuels into gases, 
spelling bad news for future generations of wretched little heat babies. Maybe 
the magic would be to simply begin with steam…

Watching as big, puffy, white clouds of steam replace 
orange flames and black smoke is a beautiful and positive sight. 
Commencing the fire attack with steam allows us to use water 
expanded to its greatest possible surface area. The fact that 
generating steam is extremely dangerous means firefighters 
will naturally be drawn to the activity. If a normally aspirated 
1½” attack line is the AK-47 of firefighting, the same size steam 
line will be the Chuck Norris of interior attack.

Steam attacks will require Super Fantastic Steam Pumpers. 
These rigs will be the size of a professional football stadium and 
will be so tall they will not fit into any of your department’s exist-
ing apparatus bays or navigate under most freeway overpasses. 
Each unit will provide its own intelligence-gathering capability 
with a blimp (tethered to the top) and a NASCAR quality stock 
car (stored in one of the rear compartments). 

The apparatus will boast enough flashing lights to induce violent seizure 
activity in comatose stroke victims. It will cost as much as a B-2 bomber. A 
steam whistle capable of creating a pressure wave powerful enough to blow a 
Federal Q siren into space will serve as the single audible warning device. The 
rig will terrify the sighted and make enough noise to paralyze the blind. Think 
HG Wells with a Jefferson Airplane soundtrack. Blind-deaf people will be the 
only ones immune to its power. 

The side of all steam apparatus will depict images of Christ the Redeemer 
leading a flock of children through the clouds of heaven. This isn’t just a 
metaphor. We will quite literally become the guardians of heaven. This will 
keep politicians and other sissies from grandstanding in the popular media 
with allegations that America’s heroes are wasting public funds on apparatus 
required for less than 10 percent of our actual calls. These steam-producing 
battle stars will make every run and will have half a dozen support vehicles that 
follow them. A full surgical suite will be located just off the cafeteria, making 
the rig EMS friendly. Larger steam vehicles may have a salon where paramed-
ics can give Mrs. Smith a professional-quality hairdo. 

Steam lines will mount on giant booster reels. The hose will be hard rub-
ber, impregnated with spent nuclear fuel rods. This will double the working 
vapor time of our steam, keep it heavier than air and allow the nozzleman to 
psychically communicate with dead relatives while growing 24” biceps. On the 
full-bore setting, the nozzle will shoot a quarter mile stream at a temperature 
of 3,000 degrees Fahrenheit. At its highest pressure setting, the steam stream 
will cut a locomotive in half. We no longer need to cower in fear and puddles 
of our own urine every time UL and NIST release another study. For the love of 

After spending the 
last three decades as a 
member of the American 
fire service, I find it 
amazing whenever we 
agree on anything.
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God, these scientists have made a monster of the tasty and innocuous potato 
chip (click here to watch a 60-second transfat supernova). Most fires will simply 
give up at the sound of the steam whistle. Our newfound tactical capability 
will have us pounding our scrotums like bongo drums out of pure, joyous self-
actualization.   

Steam attacks will require re-engineering our PPE into a cross between air-
port crash firefighting turnouts and deep-sea diving suits armored with space 
shuttle re-entry tiles. Officer’s gear will be adorned in Golden Fleece. The pro-
tective steam suit will feature a built-in harness that locks the firefighters to 
the line. Should firefighters need to abandon the building quickly, the incident 
commander will order the hose reels spun back. Large hydraulic motors will 
reverse the hose at 124 mph. This will eliminate any delays in getting PARs 
when switching from the offensive to defensive strategy. The traditionalists 
can have a rapid-intervention team manage the rewind buttons.

The last 300 years began with us tossing buckets of water. Today, many 
fire-service professionals endorse using a water application technique that 
resembles a bum prostate. National organizations are calling for a fundamen-
tal change to our “culture.” This is no different than opening an institution that 
hazes homosexuals into not being gay anymore. I say quit apologizing and 
just be yourself. It’s not our fault that society has gone from building structures 
that had slow, legacy-style burn characteristics to a set of modern fuel loads 
that have all the stability of nuclear fission when heated up to the temperature 
of a cup of fast-food coffee. We need to embrace our one true truth. The only 
constant during the last three centuries is that big clouds of white, puffy steam 
have always been a sign of good times.  

Click here! Visit Nick’s blog to discuss your opinions of 
his artistic expression.

Nick Brunacini joined the Phoenix Fire Depart-
ment (PFD) in 1980. He served seven years as a 
firefighter on different engine companies before 
promoting to captain and working nine years on 
a ladder company. Nick served as a battalion chief 
for five years and in 2001, he was promoted to shift 
commander. He then spent the next five years 

developing and teaching the Blue Card curriculum at the PFD’s Command 
Training Center. His last assignment with the PFD was South Shift commander; 
he retired from the department in 2009. Nick is the author of “B-Shifter—
A Firefighter’s Memoir.” He is also the co-author of “Command Safety” and 
“The Anatomy and Physiology of Leadership.”

http://vimeopro.com/user8072350/bshifter-volume-1-issue-3/video/34520454
http://bshifter.com/linkmap/lmap.aspx?mp=forum_nick_brunacini
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Instructors have the ability to influence both individual and 
organizational change. This is a tremendous responsibility that, 
in part, should keep you up at night. The weight of your abil-

ity to improve personal knowledge and skills is huge upon your 
shoulders. As a department training officer or instructor, I think 
you should consider yourself the organization’s survival officer. As 
you observe members at work during training, you’re bound to 
shake your head, scratch your head or even mumble a bunch of 
Nick Brunacini B Shifter rants about what you see. You’ll sometimes 
want to “high five” a crew or a member for their performance; other 
times you’ll want to high five them to the forehead. 

The buck does stop with you. No doubt you’ve  had to create 
solutions to the challenges that teaching and training adults (espe-
cially firefighting adults) presents. It can be a lonely stretch of the 
road, and that’s ok. Just stay focused. Discourage deviations from 
your organization’s SOPs and encourage common sense and good 
judgment. 

I like to think that training officers also report to the firefighters’ 
families. Even if the firefighter doesn’t, won’t or can’t “get it,” you 
have to march forward on the mission of constant improvement. 
Don’t let the ship steer toward the rocks, set and keep high stan-
dards for your training sessions.

If you begin your training session by stressing the “expecta-
tions” vs. the “objectives,” you might achieve a new level of focus. 
You and the department have the right to set the expectations for 
the drill, and as the designated adult, you must find a way to make 
a difference in every drill. All training must serve a purpose and 
have a point. 

Let’s take a look at some scenarios that have occurred and see how you 
would handle it if faced with a similar challenge. Keep in mind that some of 
these scenarios will require non-discretionary or act-now responses. Make a 
decision and follow through. Again, extra credit and valuable prizes await you 
if you can identify how you would document your solution to each scenario! 

Scenario 1
A participant in your training session is clearly out of shape, and you feel he 
will present a safety hazard to themselves and others if they participate in the 
planned and strenuous drill. The firefighter will have to enter a SCBA train-
ing trailer filled with props and obstacles. Assistance from instructors will be 

A Big 
Problem
How to approach overweight or out-of-shape firefighters, 
plus tips on managing peer relationships in training.
BY FOREST REEDER

It’s not only the “big guy” who can run 
into trouble during strenuous drills. 
Even the fittest among us can struggle 
with props, shortness of breath, etc. 
Make sure you have hands-on access to 
participants at all times.
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slow and limited due to the trailer’s layout. You approach the firefighter and 
discuss your concerns. The firefighter is adamant that there are no issues with 
his condition, and he insists he has mastered these types of drills numerous 
times before. You do not have any superior officer or department precedent 
to guide you on your next action. What should you do?

A. Have the firefighter participate under close supervision 
and monitor his progress throughout. After all, he says 
he will be ok. Make sure you have EMS capability on 
site;

B. Draw a line in the sand and prepare for a battle. Do not 
allow the firefighter to participate. Tell him it is because 
he will pose an undue risk to himself or others if he 
does;

C. Reconstruct the training scenario using props and skills 
outside of the trailer to allow for his safe participation; 
or

D. This is a matter above your responsibility. If he cannot 
participate in the evolution, there are other questions 
relating to his fit-for-duty status. Organizationally, you 
will have to determine what his long-term responsibil-
ity will be. Make contact with a superior officer to assist 
in this process.  

Answer: This might be one of the toughest of our little scenarios so far. I have 
personally used all four of these solutions in similar situations, all with varied 
results. Choice A is probably the one that leaves you hanging out to dry. If all 
goes well, it’s an “I told you so” type of situation, but I shudder to think of the 
opposite. Choice B opens the door to potential harassment, labor/manage-
ment, policy interpretation and expert-witness discussions and charges, but in 
the end, you won’t have to make a tragic phone call. Make sure you are armed 
with a remedy and improvement plan and hope to have organizational back-
ing when you do it. Let’s try to start with Choice B, moving quickly to Choice 
D as our best answer here. Choice C should be considered only when you can 
duplicate the skills in both areas.

Another big-picture consideration here is the prop. It’s not just the “big 
guy” we have to worry about; even a regular-size firefighter may experience 
claustrophobia, shortness of breath or physical-skill problems during the evo-
lution. As a best practice, let’s build and use props that allow instructors imme-
diate hands-on access to all participants.

Scenario 2
You are conducting a practical training session for a company of four firefight-
ers. The company officer is a lieutenant who is also a longtime friend of yours, 
in fact you were hired together a recruits. During the training session, he is 
struggling with a basic skill and repeatedly fails to complete the skill set and 
objective. His crewmembers are watching both of you and are clearly waiting 
to see what you are going to do next.  You should:

A. End the training session. Instruct the entire crew to retrain on the skill 
and schedule a make-up session;

B. End the training session and instruct the lieutenant to follow up per-
sonally with you to complete the skill;

C. Reassess the session to make sure it is relevant and up-to-date and 
that the skill is actually something the lieutenant would have to do on 
the fireground;

The buck does stop 
with you & you’ve no 
doubt been called upon 
to create solutions to 
the challenges that 
teaching & training adults 
presents.
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D. Let the lieutenant formulate a personal improvement plan and time-
table for retesting. Follow up accordingly; or

E. Do nothing; he is going to retire soon.

Answer: The red herring in the scenario is the friendship statement. That 
should have nothing to do with your response. You must approach and treat 
all of these “interactive” situations the same and outline for 
the individual what the expected performance level is and then 
assist in a personal improvement plan. I like to stress the mem-
ber responsibility portion of that. In fact, you’ll find language in 
NFPA 1500, Chapter 5.1, that echoes that principle. From the 
solutions above, a blend of B and D will probably work best to 
improve the performance.

Scenario 3
At a training session, you notice one of the participants is clearly 
ahead of the rest of the students in terms of understanding and 
performance. He has new ideas and views that could enhance 
the training as well as the operation or skill that you are instruct-
ing. You should:

A. Turn over control of the session to the honor-roll student and learn 
something yourself;

B. Change the format of the training to be more participative and dis-
cussion-oriented, while keeping in mind that the other students still 
need to be engaged in the learning;

C. At a convenient time, take the student aside and ask them to engage 
in extra work in the subject area. Stress how their input can influence 
organizational improvement. Provide clear direction on work or ideas 
they can provide; 

D. Have this firefighter begin to work with the other students as a group 
leader or peer mentor; or

E. All of the above.

Answer: As much as I hate to do it to you, I think all of the above is probably 
the best choice. Blending together all of these ideas (maybe downsizing a bit 
of choice A) turns this into a possible win for both the organization and the 
rising star. You do have to watch that the teacher’s-pet principle doesn’t come 
back to bite you. I have found that a peer-supported learning environment 
works well when you aren’t watching. If you can teach the rising star how to 
remain humble and helpful vs. having a condescending “I’m better than you” 
attitude, he can serve as great motivator.

Scenario 4
One of your department members also works at another fire department and 
is constantly making comparisons between the departments during training. 
The other department is a much larger metropolitan one that does not follow 
the safety practices that your department does. There are major operational 
(SOP) and culture issues between the two departments, and you are starting 
to notice members following this firefighter’s lead and acting in a similar fash-
ion. What would you do?

A. Serve him up a nice cup of shut the #*&^ up;
B. It’s time for a sit down with this firefighter to discuss the “our depart-

ment way” concept. You will need to outline clear expectations, 

It’s not just the “big 
guy” we need to worry 
about; even a regular-
size firefighter may 
experience problems 
during the evolution.
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describe how he is not meeting them how he is possibly affecting 
his future with your department. If he has more experience or better 
methods, explain there are better ways to share that information;

C. Continue to train as you have before. Be an example of how you want 
to complete tasks and hope your influence will be stronger than his; 
or

D. Seek out assistance from his peer group by selecting a few influen-
tial members to speak to him about your concerns. Have them put 
him on notice that he is being watched and needs to leave his other 
department values and operations at that department and not to 
bring them here.

Answer: Choice B stands out as an effective way to initially deal with this. This 
scenario has make/break potential organizationally and must be dealt with. 
This is the first raindrop before the flood, so to speak, and both you and the 
department must work to enforce its SOPs and practices.  I wouldn’t want to 
wait for slower and more indirect methods to work this one out. 

Discussion Question
What is your best practice in terms of how you coach your students through a 
practical? Do you allow them to complete the task committing performance 
errors (non safety related), or do you stop them before or as they commit an 
error? For the sake of our discussion, these errors aren’t safety related, but are 
similar to completing a task out of order or skipping a step in a process.   

Click here! What do you think about these scenarios and 
my responses? Discuss your opinions and those of  
others in my blog.

Forest Reeder began his fire-service career in 1978 and cur-
rently serves as a division chief of Training & Safety with 
the Des Plaines (Ill.) Fire Department. Forest writes the 
weekly drill feature at www.firefighterclosecalls.com and 
www.fireengineering.com, and was a contributing author 
of “Fire Service Instructor, Principles and Practices,” pub-
lished by Jones and Bartlett. Forest was awarded the ISFSI’s 
George Post Instructor of the Year at FDIC in 2008.

http://bshifter.com/linkmap/lmap.aspx?mp=forum_forest_reeder
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Of the [2010] structure fires, 
384,000 were residential 
fires, accounting for 79.7% 

of all structure fires, and a slight 
increase of 1.9% from a year ago. 
Of the residential structure fires, 
279,000 occurred in one- and two-
family homes, accounting for 57.9% 
of all structure fires. Another 90,500 
occurred in apartments accounting 
for 18.8% of all structure fires.”

Michael J. Carter Jr. (2011). Fire 
Loss in the United States During 

2010. Quincy, Mass. National Fire 
Protection Association, Fire Analysis 

and Research Division. 

Although fires in one- and two-
family dwellings can sometimes lack 
the size, scope and drama of fires 
in commercial buildings, statistics 
prove that fires in single-family dwell-
ings are dangerous and even deadly. 
Therefore, fire-suppression efforts must be proactive, and responders should 
assume fire is spreading via one of the structure’s many concealed spaces. 

The First Line
To extinguish a fire in a 2½-story, single-family residence, firefighters stretch 
the first attack line through a front doorway and extinguish the blaze. Outside, 
crews vent windows in coordination with the interior crew. Interior crews posi-
tion the hose stream to drive heat, flame and smoke through a vented window 
or open door. An advantage to stretching the first attack line through a door 
rather than directing it through a window is that unconscious, trapped victims 
are often found inside the door or in the hallway leading from the door to 
the fire. An analysis of data regarding fire victims trapped and killed in burn-
ing buildings reveals that most are discovered in the fire area. The next most 
common area they are discovered is in the hallways or corridors leading to 
an exit. They were trying to escape the flames when the smoke, heat or toxic 

Dangerous Voids & 
Hidden Spaces
Containing fire in single-family residences, 
plus a wood-frame construction primer.
BY VINCENT DUNN

A hot mess: Fire entering the attic usually 
destroys the entire structure. 
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gases rendered them unconscious. Firefighters advancing the first attack line 
through a doorway often find these victims on their way to extinguishing the fire.

The Second Line
In reality, most fire departments in America do not have enough firefighters to 
stretch a second hoseline. Many times, the backup hoseline requires mutual 
aid, or a volunteer firefighter must respond from home. This makes correct 
placement of the first line even more important. But in cases 
when there are enough firefighters to stretch a second line, 
where should it go? 

If there is an exposure problem, such as flame spreading 
to a nearby structure, the second line goes there. Keep in mind 
that flame coming from a window is not an exposure problem 
unless there is a building nearby. Most building fires have no 
visible outside exposures. The exposure problem is most often 
an inside exposure—fire spreading up to the second floor or 
the attic. 

The second hoseline should follow the path of the first. The 
advantages of having a backup hoseline stretched into the burning building 
right behind the first line are:

1. Safety—The second hoseline is in place to protect firefighters operat-
ing the first attack line in case of explosion, flashover or collapse;

2. Redundancy—If the first hose suffers a burst length or broken nozzle, 
the second hose team can move into position and attack the blaze;

3. Water Supply—If there is too much fire for one hose to extinguish, two 
hoselines might prove successful; and

4. Exposures—If the second hoseline proves unnecessary because the 
first attack team can handle the room-and-contents fire, it is important to get 
the second hoseline up to the floor above, the attic or an adjoining room to 
prevent fire spread. In a multi-story residence, vertical fire spread is a major 
concern.

Concealed-Space Fire Spread
In a wood-frame 2½ story dwelling, many concealed spaces allow fire to spread 
unnoticed. Consider the attic a concealed space where fire might travel. The 
attic is the largest and most important space in a single-family residence. 
When fighting fire in a single-family residence, our major concerns should be: 
1) extinguish the fire; and 2) keep concealed fire from spreading to the attic 
space. If fire spreads to the attic via a concealed space after a fire the main fire 
has been knocked down, the fire operation is a failure. Fire entering the attic 
increases the chance that the entire building will be destroyed. Extinguishing 
the blaze here is much more difficult because: 1) This roof space, if not an 
occupied as a bedroom, usually stores large amounts of combustibles; 2) The 
attic of a typical residence has limited access for firefighters. Sometimes the 
only access is via a small ladder in a closet; and 3) Vent openings from the attic 
space are limited to one or two small gable-end windows or louver openings. 
At any single-family residence structure fire, every effort should be made to 
prevent fire from spreading to the attic from a concealed space after the fire 
has been extinguished.

There are three other concealed spaces that a firefighter must check after 
a fire has been extinguished in a single-family dwelling:

1) The ceiling space above the fire; 
2) The wall space near the fire (bearing wall); and
3) Up in the attic, behind a “knee wall.”

The attic is the largest & 
most important space in 
a single-family residence. 
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Ceiling Space
As soon as the fire is extinguished, the fire officer should open 
the ceiling above the fire to determine whether flame has 
extended into the concealed spaces above the fire. You can 
use a thermal-imaging camera effectively, but if it detects heat, 
open the ceiling using pike poles until there is no charred wood 
visible, then apply a hose stream to the charred ceiling space 
to ensure all fire is extinguished. Make the first openings in the 
ceiling directly over the fire area, and then make other ceiling 
openings around any pipe recess that penetrates the ceiling. 
Also open any areas around ceiling-light fixtures or ceiling fans. 
These penetrations have small spaces that allow fire to spread 
to other parts of the building.

Balloon Construction Bearing Wall
Balloon construction is one of the methods used to build sin-
gle-family, wood-frame homes (see Wood Frame Construction, 
pg. XX, for others). Their exterior walls have concealed spaces 
between each 2”x 4” wall stud. These concealed wall voids con-
nect the basement, the ceiling spaces on each floor and the attic 
into one common area. Any fire entering a concealed wall or 
ceiling space on any floor of a balloon-constructed building will 
spread to the attic. Stay Alert: In old balloon-constructed build-
ings with additions and add-ons, the exterior wall can become 
an interior wall. After extinguishing a fire in a balloon-frame 
building and checking the ceiling for fire, you should assume 
that all nearby wall spaces have balloon construction as well; open them 
and examine them for fire, too. At the same time, send someone to the 
attic to check for the first sign of fire spread. As stated previously, if you 
let fire spread to the attic after you have extinguished the fire on a lower 
floor, you have failed.

The Knee Wall
The firefighter sent to the attic to check for extension must examine the 
spaces in the attic near the outer walls where the exterior walls support 
the roof. A gable roof, for example, has two bearing walls, and the slop-
ing roof rafter that comes from the ridge rafter will end here. This space, 
where the sloping roof rafter meets the attic floor, is where you’ll discover 
the first sign of fire coming up into the attic. Smoke, darkness and con-
tents make checking this area very difficult. 
Another barrier to a quick attic size-up is the knee wall. When the attic 
has been renovated to create an occupied space, a sheetrock ceiling cov-
ers the roof rafters, and a vertical wall of sheetrock running from the new 
ceiling to the floor will create what is called a “knee wall.” The knee wall 
is constructed at the outer ends of the sloping attic roof to square off the 
room. The low, enclosed space behind this knee wall is where fire spreads 
from below. You must open this area while checking the attic space for fire. 

Tactical Tip: Concealed-Space Fire Cut Off. In a single-family residence with 
ordinary solid-beam roof and floor construction, there are ways to open up 
the concealed space and cut off the fire before it spreads to the attic. In each 
of the following scenarios, it is imperative to have someone check the attic 
simultaneously to search for fire spread. 1) If you detect fire in a ceiling’s con-
cealed space, open the floor directly above and extinguish the fire here; 2) 
If you detect fire in a wall, open the ceiling directly above it to check for and 

A real tight squeeze: The typical attic 
offers limited, constrictive access for 
firefighters. 
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extinguish the fire; and 3) If you discover fire in a floor’s concealed space, open 
the wall where it meets the beam end and extinguish fire as necessary. 

The idea is to get ahead of the fire spread and open up and extinguish the 
fire working back to the initial-entry area. Again, when opening these spaces, 
send someone to the attic to check for fire.

Lightweight Truss Construction
The methods described above do not work in buildings with lightweight wood 
trusses. Concealed fires spread much more rapidly in a truss-constructed 
building than in conventional, solid-wood-beam buildings. The open web 
members of a truss floor allow fire to spread perpendicularly to the beams as 
well as parallel to them. In conventional construction, fire will only travel paral-
lel to the beams. Where there is some inherent fire-spread restriction between 
floor beams in conventional construction, it does not exist in truss construc-
tion. Concealed fire spread in a truss floor and/or roof is almost impossible to stop.

Wood-Frame Construction
To understand how to extinguish a fire burning within a wood-frame building, 
a firefighter must know how a wood-frame building is constructed. The four 
most widely used methods of wood-frame construction during the past 200 
years are braced-frame, balloon-frame, platform-frame and truss construction. 

Braced-Frame Construction Methods—In the 18th and 19th centuries, the 
first large, wood-frame structures were built using braced-frame construc-
tion, sometimes called “post-and-girt” construction. This type of wood-frame 
structure has a braced framework of vertical timbers called “posts,” which are 
positioned at each of the building’s four corners, and horizontal timbers called 
“girts,” which are found at each floor level. These large timbers reinforce the 
entire 2”x 4” wood-frame structure that’s connected with mortise-and-tenon 
joints. (The large timbers and the mortise-and-tenon joints often indicate 
braced-frame construction.) The ends of the horizontal timbers are cut to fit 
mortise openings, which are cut through the vertical timbers. 

Balloon-Frame Construction Methods—As the population moved west-
ward in the 19th century, the need for housing increased. As a result, skilled 
craftsman and large cut-and-finished timbers became scarce. Balloon-frame 
construction, a quick, lightweight construction method that required no large 
timbers, replaced the Eastern-style braced-frame method. To erect a balloon-
frame structure, four wooden exterior walls are constructed flat on the ground. 
Several 2”x 4” wood studs, extending in one piece for the full height of the 
wall, form the enclosing walls. The four walls are then lifted upright from the 
ground and connected like a box at the corners. This construction method is 
fast and requires no large timbers. The drawback is that this method creates 
a vertical void between the wall studs that extends from the foundation sill to 
the attic cap. These voids allow hidden fire and smoke to penetrate the wall 
space and spread vertically for two or three floors. The unobstructed opening 
between each stud in the exterior wall, extending from the foundation sill to 
the attic cap, indicates balloon construction. 

Platform Construction Methods—Platform construction superseded 
balloon construction and today is a widely used method. The platform- 
construction method builds a structure one level at a time. One complete level 
of wooden 2”x 4” enclosing walls are raised and nailed together; the floor 
beams and deck for the next level are placed on top of these walls. The next 
level of wooden 2”x 4” enclosing walls is constructed on top of the first, and 
the floor beams and deck for the next level are placed on top of these exterior 
walls. From a fire-protection standpoint, platform construction is superior to 
balloon- or braced-frame construction because there are no concealed wall 
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voids that extend for more than one floor.
Lightweight Truss Construction—Lightweight wood-truss construc-

tion is replacing platform construction as the most widely used residential- 
construction method. From a fire-protection point of view, however, it is infe-
rior to platform construction. Lightweight wood-truss construction incorpo-
rates wooden members connected by sheet-metal surface fasteners, called 
gusset plates or gang nails. This connector, which is critical to the integrity 
of the lightweight truss during a fire, is a piece of sheet metal with many 
V-shaped points punched through it. These V-shaped points fasten only the 
surface of the 2”x 4” wood truss. Sometimes, three wood-truss members are 
held together by sheet metal points that only penetrate the wood surface ¼ 
to ½ inch. This type of lightweight truss system is being used in residential 
construction at an increasing rate. By engineering calculations and practical 
firefighting experience, lightweight-trussed rafters may be expected to col-
lapse after only 10 minutes in a fully developed fire. The American Fire Service 
is alarmed and disturbed by this new lightweight structural element.

Conclusion
Most fires start in the contents of a building. For example, a smoldering 
cigarette starts a fire in a stuffed chair or mattress. But if the flames are not 
quickly extinguished while in the contents phase, they will extend throughout 
the structure via concealed spaces, poke-through walls, and common roof or 
attic spaces—sometimes even along the outside of the building. Extinguish-
ing a structure fire is much more complex than quenching a contents fire. 
The concealed flames must be located and cut off in addition to extinguish-
ing the original contents fire. To do this effectively, fire officers must know 
the various ways fire can spread throughout a structure. We study our local 
building codes and construction techniques, but at the scene of a fire, we can-
not know a building’s every construction detail. However, we should know the 
basic construction types in our community, and we should be able to associate 
the burning building with one of those basic construction types. If we can do 
this, we can determine how a fire might spread and coordinate our efforts to 
prevent it.   

Click here! Questions or comments for Vincent Dunn? 
Join the discussion at his blog. 

Chief Vincent Dunn, FDNY (ret.), is a 40-year veteran. He is the 
author of “Collapse of Burning Buildings” (Fire Engineering, 
Revised 2010); “Safety and Survival on the Fireground” (Fire 
Engineering, 1992); “Command and Control of Fires and Emer-
gencies” (Fire Engineering, 2000); and his most recent textbook 
“Strategy of Firefighting” (Fire Engineering 2007). He can be  
contacted at vincentdunn@earthlink.net or 800.231.3388. Visit 
him online at www.vincentdunn.com.

http://bshifter.com/linkmap/lmap.aspx?mp=forum_vincent_dunn
http://www.vincentdunn.com/
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A Boy, His Dog & His 1952 L-Model Mack

Click here 
to own the T-Shirt that proudly 

displays the most beautiful  
piece of art ever made.

Wear it with pride. It is more American than Fox News.

http://store.bshifter.com/clothes
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In the last issue, we discussed the 
four factors of employment. Every 
job comes with a boss, co-workers 

and customers. The last, and prob-
ably most important, factor is you, the 
employee. You have to do the work all 
by your onesies. The employee you are 
is all on you. 

To completely and successfully 
answer any interview question, you must 
address all four factors, or elements, of 
employment in your response. These four 
factors will apply to every question asked. 
This doesn’t change. For every ques-
tion, you must address the employer, co-
worker, customer and yourself to have a 
complete, well-rounded answer. 

This is not about personal enlighten-
ment, growth or second chances, this is 
about getting a job or a promotion. It’s 
not a date, a religion, or a political party 
you are courting, it is an employer. There-
fore, every bit of the information you prepare for your interview must relate to 
being employed, which means you already have the answers before you ever 
take your interview. If you do not know what your answers are before you go 
in, what difference does the question make? You still won’t have the answers. 
It’s the same as when you were in grade school. Most of the time, you had a 
book with the answers in it. Some studied that book and got good grades. 
Some did not study the book and got bad grades. As far as your interview is 
concerned you also have something to study. It’s you. Where you have been, 
what you have done and why you have done it: those are your answers. The 
answers exist within your past experiences as an employee and how those 
experiences relate to the interview questions. Once you figure this out, the 
knowledge stays with you. It’s a lot like learning how to throw a ladder. When 
you figure out how to do it, it really doesn’t matter what else might be hap-
pening around you; you retain that knowledge and throw the ladder the same 
way you always have. There may be fire rolling over the top of your head, peo-
ple may be jumping from windows, but you can’t really go any faster, sprout 
wings or grow extra long arms just because the chips are down. You’re you. 

The Right Answer 
for Any Question 
When preparing for an interview, you can preplan your 
answers by studying your past experiences & choices.
BY M.C. HYYPPA

Information as simple as the type of  
ladder you prefer and why can provide 
a solid answer to any interview  
question.
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The ladder is going up the same way you throw a ladder, time and time again.
What you have done in the past is complete. It won’t go away, leave you 

or morph miraculously into something else. Do you have a bachelor’s degree? 
Can you speak a second language? Drive commercial-class vehicles? Play 
musical instruments? Rebuild carburetors? Can any of these 
things be done or undone by the time you walk into an inter-
view? For example, let’s say you just happen to be a Navy Seal. 
You know at least one thing you can bring up during the course 
of your interview. It does not matter what question they ask you, 
your reply should contain information about being a Seal. Your 
training, working with others, following orders will all be in the 
context of being a Seal. In another example, let’s say that for 
the past four years, you have worked full time and taken one 
class a semester. That means you have eight classes you can 
talk about in your interview. You might not have a degree yet, 
but you should highlight your commitment to taking a class a 
semester while working full time. You can talk about why you’re 
taking these classes, your major, and the expenditures of both 
time and money. The question they ask doesn’t really matter, 
you know your answer is going to promote your commitment 
to education and your desire to learn new things in order to better yourself 
as a person and an employee. (Look at all the employment-rich language in 
those last sentences, such as “promote,” “commitment,” “education,” “bet-
terment,” and “employee.” All of it showcases your getting it done.) 

Know the Answers Before Hearing the Questions
In the last article, I asked you to think about safety and how your experiences 
and knowledge of safety tie into the four elements of employment. The next 
step is to take that information and connect it to the four elements of employ-
ment while answering a question. You can take a personal anecdote about 
safety and weave it into an answer. My personal safety story is about the use 
of ladders. It starts with the basic fact that I prefer a straight ladder over a ban-
gor (a small extension ladder with a removable fly section). First and foremost, 
for my taste, the fewer moving parts the better. A straight ladder is easier to 
work off because it is bigger than a bangor. It’s also longer, so it gives you 
extra rungs and rails to hold as you step onto or off of a roof. A straight lad-
der doesn’t get teeny-tiny at the tip, so your boots don’t get tangled. (Call 
me crazy, but I personally believe a ladder should be at least as wide as your 
ass.) My senior firefighters, almost without fail, would reach for it no matter the 
situation. I began to think of the bangor as the “spinner” of ladders. Much 
like their choice of female, it was small, easy to move around, useless for any 
heavy lifting and only a moment away from some kind of heartache. Here is 
my story/experience fleshed out and framed as an answer to a question I was 
asked during my captain’s interview: “Please tell us about your current safety 
routine.”

Employer:  “One example of my current routines got its start while I was 
in the training academy. The training officers taught and trained us in the use 
of at least six different kinds of ground ladders, the smallest being the ban-
gor, the largest the three-man 36’ extension ladder (monsters we referred to 
as Bertha, as in, “Head’s up! Bertha’s comin’ down!”). There was a proper, 
standard way we had to handle each ladder. If we missed a step, or violated 
the SOP, we failed the drill. We left the academy fully functioning, competent 
ladder-wranglers.”

Co-workers:  “My senior firefighting brethren, almost without fail, would 
pull the bangor no matter the situation. Being the smallest, lightest and  

My personal safety 
story is about the use of 
ladders. It starts with the 
basic fact that I prefer a 
straight ladder over 
 a bangor. 
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easiest one to get off the truck and carry, it absolutely was the most conve-
nient. They chose it time after time. I do not know how many times I have 
climbed off a bangor onto a roof in my working life, but it had to be a 100:1 
compared to any other kind of ladder.”

Customer:  “Mrs. Smith doesn’t care which ladder we use. She just wants 
us to solve her problem as quickly possible. We can’t do that when we’re ass 
over teakettle because we got bucked off of our equipment. It’s very difficult 
to look professional and create a sense of well-being while wiping mud and 
chunks of grass off our masks because of our face plant. And while she may 
not know about our SOPs or OSHA, and has probably never spent an after-
noon pouring over NIOSH injury reports, I know without a doubt, she doesn’t 
want to see us hurt.” 

Self:  “Actually doing the work myself has taught me convenience is all well 
and good, but it cannot make up for the actual safety, confidence and ease 
with which we use our tools. Unbedding a straight ladder and dealing with its 
intrinsic awkwardness while strolling is just part of the job. That momentary 
extra effort in the beginning pays dividends in safety and security for the dura-
tion of the incident. No teeny rungs to get caught in, no short changing the 
length, no unexpectedly coming apart or kicking out on you. The last thing I 
really want to do in full turnouts—while breathing air and carrying a chainsaw 
and an axe—is a tippy-toe ballet onto a slick roof. Most firefighters want to 
scoop the nozzle; I started scooping the ladder. I would put a straight next to 
a bangor that was already up, and every time, everyone coming off the roof 
would use the straight. If we were outdoors in the hazard zone, I had a straight 
ladder. The department gave me a lot of choices and training on ladders—for 
me the safest also turned out to be the easiest to use to get the work done.” 

 Although the question was framed very pointedly toward safety, the 
answer can be applied to more than that. Let’s say the question is about diver-
sity. (Remember this is about work: Diversity isn’t just about boy ones and girl 
ones.) The ladder story highlights diversity among our equipment. Is the ques-
tion about leading by example? Is it about time management? About good 
beginnings making good endings? Maybe the question is about teamwork? 
Are you the only person operating off of the ladder? Haven’t you made things 
safer, more effective and more stable for everyone on your team? Let’s say the 
question is about what experience has taught you. What have you learned 
from doing the actual task over and over again? Is it a question on ethics? 
Does doing the same thing everybody else is doing make it ok? The ladder 
story or the ladder answer can be used to address any of these questions. It 
is a bulletproof A+ answer. Which is the beauty, the absolute glory and fabu-
lousness, of preparing your personal stories before ever taking one step into 
an interview. Oftentimes in an oral interview, an interviewee will ask, “Will you 
repeat the question?” A much more critical point to address would be: Can 
you repeat your answer? It makes no sense to fret about the questions, instead 
spend that time developing your answers.   

 Click here! Ask M.C. Hyyppa questions or share com-
ments with other members of our online community.

The author of “You’re Hired”: What you need to know 
about your job interview questions and answers,” 
MC Hyyppa left the Phoenix Fire Department as 
a BLS captain to work for the Glendale (Ariz.) Fire 
Department as a responding battalion chief. Hyyppa 
currently lives on the Central California coastline.

http://bshifter.com/linkmap/lmap.aspx?mp=forum_mc_hyyppa
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In this edition, we would like 
to introduce a customer- 
service column called Be 

Nice. The column will highlight 
one of our reader’s actual service-
delivery experiences. I propose 
that you—our readers—send 
along a description of an incident 
you have encountered, a call you 
have responded on or a situation 
your work group has experienced 
that produced a high-quality out-
come for Mrs. Smith. You can also 
share stories about some internal 
event or process that has had a 
positive personal or professional 
impact on Firefighter Smith. 

We learn a lot when we tell 
a war story. Many times, telling a 
story allows us to make sense out 
of what was involved in the actual 
experience. As members of the 
department/fire-service culture, 
these stories are a major way we 
learn. Listening to other members spin tales of department people, places 
and things adds to our understanding of the work we do, the team that we are 
a part of and how we fit into the community where we deliver service. Our abil-
ity to absorb these stories, internalize them and actually apply their lessons 
ultimately becomes a major factor in our personal effectiveness. Many times, 
it takes a case study (a war story that went to college) to produce the “aha” 
when the description of what actually happened in the real world evolves into 
an effective level of understanding. 

Our basic job is to deliver core service, such as fire suppression, rescue, 
EMS, special operations, public info and education, and protecting the envi-
ronment. These standard services get us in the door and provide the initial 
connection we develop with the Smith family. While they generally call us 
for help with some definitive problem, they really don’t have a very detailed 
understanding of the technical/tactical stuff we do to solve that problem. 
What they do have a lasting memory of is how we treated them and added 

Show Us 
Your Good Side 
Catch yourself & others in your 
department doing something right.
BY B SHIFTER STAFF

Please share the ways your department  
takes “service delivery” to a higher 
level. Email us at B_Shifter@comcast.net. 
Please write BE NICE in the subject line. 
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value while we were together. When we really listen their feedback, we con-
tinually hear the word “nice”!

The critical reality of being nice to the customers in our business is why this 
column has that simple and continually used word as a name. Your company, 
battalion, division, department and you continually perform acts of respect, 
kindness, patience and consideration—all 
definitions of nice. Most of the time, you 
don’t realize the positive, lasting feeling and 
impression you have made on the customer. 
Our typical reaction is, “I was just doing 
my job.” This very understated response is 
a huge compliment to you and our service, 
but shows the value of us sharing examples 
of what delivering high-quality customer ser-
vice—along with standard (five star) core ser-
vice—actually looks like in the street.

Please choose a positive service- 
delivery experience and e-mail a brief 
description of it to B_Shifter@comcast.net. 
Please write BE NICE in the subject line. The 
customer-contact event can be a very routine 
call where someone delivered really excel-
lent core service and left the customer with a 
positive feeling, or it can be a situation where 
someone was able to deliver some added-
value (a little extra) service that produced 
a “Wow!” outcome. Your story can share 
an example of external or internal core or added-value service, and it can 
be about anything that is involved with the service-delivery process. Maybe 
you’ve had an experience that you would handle differently next time. If so, 
please send it along. Not every customer contact is perfect, and sometimes 
the rough ones are the most educational. Please indicate if you want us to 
attribute the story to you and your department; if not, we will not do so.

Keep your story as brief as possible (three or four paragraphs) while still 
including enough detail. Bruno and other members of the B Shifter staff will 
choose a story or stories to showcase in each issue. Please include your mail-
ing address with your submission, and I will send your company a set of nifty 
BE NICE helmet stickers so you can send a visual message to everyone that 
you are serious about being nice.

Thank you in advance for taking such good care of Mrs. Smith, and for 
sharing your stories.   

Mrs. Smith remembers more than the 
service you deliver. She remember the 
way you deliver it. Be nice. :o)
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We all know that feeling you get when you lose your car keys. It usually happens when 
you’re already late, have your hands full or have kids in tow. You’ll mentally retrace 
your steps, try and remember when you last had them, check the same pocket sev-

eral times in the (futile) hope you made a mistake and they’re really just in a part you didn’t 
previously reach. Seeing as cars have only been around for about a century, this feeling is some-
thing we humans are not genetically endowed to handle very well. Now just imagine if instead 
of your keys, you actually lost two fire crews, engines included. This can happen surprisingly 
easily, as I found out in early 2009. 

Communication Breakdown
First up, some background. I’m an Australian firefighter working in a large fire department. We 
have more than 100 stations; about a third of those are full-time and operating on a four-shift 
system. The remaining stations are what we call “retained paid volunteers,” which attend inci-
dents as required. I joined in the mid-1980s and hold the rank equivalent to a battalion chief 
(BC) in the Unites States. 

This particular fire started off normally enough. It was late evening on a Friday, I had just 
been turned out and I was weaving my way through heavy city traffic while listening to the early 
radio messages about the fire. Australian fire departments rarely use a BC’s aide, so driving and 
monitoring radios becomes well practiced. Our first on-scene station commander was a guy I 
knew very well; he was by the numbers and good at his job. Australian fire agencies work under 
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a national command system knows as Australasian Inter-Service Incident Man-
agement System (AIIMS), and our SOPs aligned with this system. Our first guy 
assumed command, gave a good description of what was going on and called 
a fifth alarm. In our system this will get you 10 engines, two aerials, a heavy 
rescue, SCBA support, hazmat, an incident command van and an incident 
management team (IMT). Our department only introduced Level 1 staging in 
2008, but I had worked with my own crews on these procedures, 
and Level 1 was fast becoming habitual. I could tell by the radio 
traffic that our first IC had a handle on things. On my arrival, we had 
a face-to-face to confirm what was happening. 

The structure was approximately 35 feet wide by 60 feet deep, 
set back approximately 30 feet on the north of a major road that 
had three lanes each way. The building was a grand old house that 
had been converted into commercial premises. It was two stories 
(ground plus one) on the Alpha Side (south), had what looked like 
a yard of separation from a residential exposure on the Bravo Side 
(west) and a narrow driveway on the Delta Side (east). The block 
sloped downward toward the north, and the building had a base-
ment level at the rear, making it three levels on the Charlie Side. 
There was a howling wind blowing from the north, and the first IC 
told me that the initial plan was to go offensive. This changed when 
the windows on the Charlie Side failed and the fire became wind-
driven though the structure. The first IC was setting up a defen-
sive operation, and with the amount of smoke and embers pouring 
from of both levels of the Alpha Side, this made sense.

Before transferring command, I contacted our dispatch center 
and asked for a list of resources assigned to the incident. Once I 
had the list written down, I began ticking off the position and func-
tion of the resources that had been deployed by the first IC, and we 
confirmed his previous deployments face-to-face.

Good job by our first IC; he had certainly laid a solid founda-
tion for the operation, and there was nothing requiring a great deal 
of concern (or so we thought). 

Following a brief radio update to our dispatch center, I was 
now in command and set about shoring up our safety sys-
tems and attack positions. Our SOPs require that we bring 

in a full crew to manage accountability, and this was the next thing 
on my deployment to-do list.  While I was briefing our account-
ability crew, I realized something was not as it should be. No matter how many 
times I checked and rechecked, there were apparently two engine crews miss-
ing. Assuming they were Level 1 staged and out of sight somewhere, I tried 
to contact them on radio. No luck. I contacted the dispatch center to check 
that I had written down the resource list correctly. Wondering if they were still 
inbound, I confirmed with dispatch that all crews had confirmed their arrival. 
I contacted each of the sector commanders to check that the incident orga-
nization aligned with the handover information I had earlier confirmed with 
the first IC. No matter where I checked, I could not locate the two crews. My 
accountability crew, still waiting for their briefing, gave me the look I would 
give to a driver if I were watching his fifth attempt at a reverse park. The IMT 
were also starting to arrive, and I could feel the tension rising as other chiefs 
started to get a sense that all was not as it should be. After several failed 
attempts to contact the engines by radio and increasingly frantic checking and 
rechecking of my work sheet, I lost all sense of time, motion, sound and every-
thing else. I was very near to what a psychologist would call hypervigilance. 
All assignments stopped dead. The incident was in total gridlock. Finding the 

The red lines indicate the fire structure. 
Formerly a large residence, the space  
had been converted into a commercial 
occupancy.
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Blue Card Down Under
Australian firefighters give Blue 
Card training a trial run.

When relating the procedures used in Blue Card to 
this communications-error case study, we see that 
many of the problems encountered by Chief Stevens 
are actually anticipated for in the Blue Card program. 
Blue Card is therefore not simply a new set of SOPs. 
It could be considered as a field-tested error-
management system for the emergency services—
just as the principles of crew resource management 
(CRM) have revolutionised aviation safety. Blue Card 
could possibly have the same effect on firefighter 
safety, and this is one of the reasons that we noticed 
the program Down Under.

Blue Card was introduced to Australia in March 
2010 during the (Australian) Institute of Fire Engineers 
annual firefighter safety conference. There was great 
interest in the program, with Australia’s largest urban fire 
department, Fire & Rescue New South Wales (FRNSW) 
immediately deciding to conduct a trial.

The Trial
FRNSW selected 27 of its officers ranging from the 
company levelup to assistant commissioners. The 
department also invited one officer each from the states 
of Queensland, Tasmania and the Australian Capital 
Territory fire departments. Finally, the urban operations 
manager from the Australian Fire Authorities Council was 
also invited to participate.

In February 2011, the U.S. Blue Card team returned 
to Australia to conduct the Southern Hemisphere’s 
first round of Blue Card certifications. In all, 31 officers 
completed both the online and certification phases of the 
training, and this placed FRNSW in a strong position to 
gather some meaningful data regarding member opinions 
about the program. For a copy of the executive summary, 
click the paperclip at right.  

Results
Following certification, the trial participants were asked 
to fill in a detailed questionnaire about the Blue Card 
system. When these data were analysed, it proved 
obvious that not only did the participants rate the 
training very highly, they were also keen to see many 
of the Blue Card concepts introduced into FRNSW 
procedures. The graph below shows the results of 
participants stated preferences when Blue Card was 
compared with some existing FRNSW procedures. Click 
the paperclip at right to view the complete survey results 
and recommendations.

Another section of the questionnaire asked 
participants to comment on the Blue Card program  and 
again, the feedback was overwhelmingly favorable.  Some 
typical comments are listed below:

“This was definitely worth the 50 hours online 
and four-day face-to-face. The systems and processes 
embedded within the program go a long way in helping 
us meet what should be the objective of every job—
everyone going home safe.” 

“It was, with out doubt, the best incident ground 
management training I have undertaken.”

“An excellent course and one that has greatly 
enhanced my ability to manage a complex incident.”

The Future
Following the success of the first initial trial, FRNSW has 
expanded its evaluation of the Blue Card program, with 
an additional 40 officers currently undertaking the online 
course. A team of six officers recently returned from Blue 
Card instructor training in the United States. Late 2011/
early 2012 will see another milestone in the Australian 
Blue Card story, with FRNSW conducting its first in-house 
certifications. The trial has also instigated a re-drafting of 
our incident management standard operating guidelines 
(SOGs) and a planned review of our IMT practices. We 
will be conducting further comparative research in the 
near future and would be happy discuss findings with any 
U.S. departments who may be interested.

We would also like to hear from any other 
departments who have drafted Blue Card aligned 
standard operating procedures, SOGs or operational 
doctrines. Feel free to drop us a line at Nicholas.
Ferrante@fire.nsw.gov.au.
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Executive Summary 
 


Introduction and Methodology 


 


Early in 2010, FRNSW began a limited project designed to 


ascertain if the BlueCard IM training system would be suitable 


training for its command officers.  The evaluation method for the 


project saw a sample group of 27 FRNSW officers undertake 


BlueCard certification.  Following this, an email questionnaire 


was distributed seeking the group’s opinions of the training 


system. 


 


Results 


 


FRNSW / BlueCard Comparison - The returned questionnaires 


showed very strong support for the BlueCard IM system.   


Questions 7 to 10 directly compared the BlueCard system to 


previously received IM training; the results of these questions 


are shown below: 
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Q7 - On average, how would you rate any previous (urban 
focused, non Blue Card) incident management training you 
have been provided with through your role within FRNSW?


1 3 5 13 2 1 1 1


Q8 - On average, how would you rate the 50 hour on line 
phase of the Blue Card incident management training you 
received as a participant in this trial? 


13 11 2 1 0 0 0


Q9 - On average, how would you rate the face to face 4 day 
certification phase of the Blue Card incident management 
training you received as a participant in this trial? 


21 6 0 0 0 0 0


Q10 - On average, how would you rate the usefulness of the 
Blue Card incident management training to the operational 
command position(s) you undertake within FRNSW? 


18 7 2 0 0 0 0
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The following graph shows participants ratings for the on-line 


component of BlueCard as compared to previous IM training they 


may have received through FRNSW: 


 


As can be seen from the above, the participant group rated the 


BlueCard system very highly when compared to existing FRNSW 


IM training. 


 


Procedural Difference Preferences - As some of the BlueCard 


procedures differ from existing FRNSW SOGs, participants were 


also asked their opinions of which procedures they felt were 


more suitable.  The results from these questions are shown 


overleaf: 
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Again, the results show a very distinct preference for the 


BlueCard systems. 


 


BlueCard Curriculum Rating – Questions 14 to 43 of the 


Questionnaire reiterate some of the key BlueCard IM principles.  


Participants were asked to rate the importance of these key 


principles as a measure of the acceptability of the BlueCard 


curriculum.  A combined result for these answers is shown 


overleaf. 


% Responces
Question BlueCard FRNSW No 


Preference


Q13a - Which incident ground accountabilty system is better 96.3% 3.7% 0.0%


13b - Which Rapid Intervention system is better 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%


13c - Which arrival message system is better 77.8% 7.4% 14.8%


13d - Which Sitrep and info gathering system is better 96.3% 0.0% 3.7%


13e - Which resource allocation/ARP system is better 40.7% 25.9% 33.3%


13f - Which IMT deployment system is better 88.9% 3.7% 7.4%
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The above shows greater than 97% of participants rated the key 


BlueCard principles as either “Very Important” (79.8%) or 


“Important” (17.4%).  This is interpreted as very strong 


acceptance of the BlueCard curriculum by the participants group 


 


Participant Comments – the participant group were also asked 


to provide additional commentary on the BlueCard IM training 


system.  Typical samples are shown below: 
 
“This was definitely worth the 50 hours on line and 3 day face to face.   I echo the 
sentiments of others re the safety aspect. The systems and processes embedded within 
the program go a long way in helping us meet what should be the objective of every job 
- everyone going home safe. If that isn't motivation enough to adopt it, I don't know 
what is.”  
 
“I believe that the BlueCard system will greatly assist us in providing a safer workplace 
and raise our level of professionalism.  Although we have many of the components of 
BlueCard available now, a complete transfer will ensure that we have a completely 
integrated system that is not disjointed.” 
 
“It was, with out doubt, the best Incident ground management training I have 
undertaken.” 
 
“An excellent course and one that has greatly enhanced my ability to manage a complex 
incident.  We should immediately begin the process of getting this training into FRNSW.” 
 
 


Combined results for Q14 to Q43
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Average number of recipients who scored Q14 to 
Q43 in this category


21.5 4.7 0.6 0.1 0.0


Average number as a percentage of the total 79.8% 17.4% 2.3% 0.5% 0.0%
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Conclusion and Recommendations 


 


Based on the results of this trial, it is recommended that the 


BlueCard IM training system is suitable for (urban based) FRNSW 


IM training. 


 


This report gives three principle recommendations as follows: 


1. BlueCard IM training be further rolled out to existing 


command officers 


2. FRNSW changes several of its IM and safety critical 


SOG’s to align more congruently with the BlueCard 


IM procedures 


3. The BlueCard IM training system be adopted by 


FRNSW as the preferred training methodology for 


urban type emergency incidents on future 


promotional programs 


 


Further suggestions regarding possible methodologies for 


managing these recommendations continue overleaf. 
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Recommendation 1 


 


1. BlueCard IM training be further rolled out to existing 


command officers. In relation to this the following 


methodology is suggested: 


a. This recommendation be managed as a sub project 


by either Greater Metropolitan Operations or DCEM 


b. This be managed in a manner similar to the initial 


BlueCard trial but with the following features: 


i. An ongoing project, with the eventual aim of 


having all existing command officers, including 


retained Captains, certified to Blue Card 


standard  


ii. Developing a FRNSW capability/capacity to 


certify our own BlueCard graduates, this would 


be achieved by having selected personnel 


(including CLM instructors) undertake the Blue 


Card TtT course and purchase of the 


hardware/software required to run our own in 


house certifications 


iii. Initially providing BlueCard training to officers 


who are in key positions to affect change and 


influence opinion (i.e. Comms Supervisors, 


RESCOS's, T&E instructors, senior IMT 


members etc).  


iv. Subsequent officers being trained to BlueCard 


standards as budgetary constraints allow. 
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Recommendation 2 


 


2. FRNSW changes several of its IM and safety critical SOGs 


to align more congruently with the BlueCard IM 


procedures. In relation to this, the following methodology 


is suggested: 


a. This recommendation be managed as a sub project 


by Specialised State Operations 


b. Recently certified BlueCard participants be 


recognised as SMEs and utilised to assist in drafting 


new procedures 


c. Specialised Operations, in close consultation with the 


Operations Commands, be afforded broad flexibility 


in deciding which procedures to change, but with an 


emphasis on: 


i. Incorporation of the BlueCard eight functions 


of command into our IM SOGs 


ii. ICMS being replaced with a continuous PAR 


system 


iii. RIT being replaced with the ‘3 deep’ / ‘on deck’ 


resource deployment model 


iv. Rewriting RT communication SOGs to focus 


on the use of one channel for hazard area 


comms, the Condition-Actions-Needs (CAN) 


model to gather incident ground intelligence, 


greater task level HHT discipline and a 


simplified Initial Radio Report / First 


Informative Message format 


v. Rewriting our IMT recommended practice, to 


embrace concepts such as a stronger 


command presence at the tactical level (i.e. 
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more Duty Commanders responded to incident 


for Sector Command duties), only one change 


of command for incidents, use of a Senior 


Advisor position on the IMT and limited access 


to the command team once it is in place. 


vi. A possible change to the definition of OIC 


within the Fire Brigades Act 


vii. Articulating within our SOGs that Blue Card 


and AIIMS compliment one another, but with 


each system having strengths/weaknesses that 


indicate their preferred use. 
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Recommendation 3  


 


3. The BlueCard IM training system be adopted as part of the 


preferred training regime for urban type emergency 


incidents on future promotional programs. In relation to 


this the following methodology is suggested: 


a. This recommendation be managed as a sub project 


by CLM 


b. This project also manage the further mapping of 


BlueCard competencies to the Australian PSTP for 


Incident Controllers 


c. Following competency mapping, CLM to design and 


present any identified gap training 


d. CLM to explore further the BlueCard / AIIMS 


relationship and advise on any additional training 


that would be required for officers who may be 


expected to operate within an AIIMS-managed 


incident (i.e. senior officers who may be called to fill 


out campaign event IMT’s). 
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two crews became my sole reason for existence. Luckily this was a defensive 
operation, so the remainder of our people were well out of harm’s way. 

After about 5-10 minutes (it felt like an hour), I finally heard a call sign come 
onto the radio that corresponded with one of the missing crews. I stepped 
onto the message and immediately asked for the crew’s location. “Just 
arrived, Sector Charlie,” squawked my speaker. With a voice unconsciously 
modulated to the anxiety I had been feeling moments earlier, I ordered the 
crew to touch base with the Charlie Sector commander and to remain at that 
location. Moments later, the second missing crew was located in the same 
sector, and my catch-up with the rest of the incident could begin. In the early 
hours of the morning, the fire went out (as they always do), and the nearest any 
of us came to an injury was probably my almost blowing a gasket.

Hindsight Is 20/20
Because the fire happened on our second night shift, I had to wait until the 
next set of shifts before I could speak with the involved department mem-
bers and determine the series of events that led up to the incident. I visited 
the crews that went missing on that night, apologized for how I sounded on 
the radio and asked them how they ended up moving from Level 1 to being 
deployed into Sector Charlie. It took a bit of detective work to piece together 
the night’s events, but when we discovered how events unfolded, the surpris-
ing thing was that this had not happened to us earlier. Anyone familiar with 
James Reason’s Swiss cheese model of accident causation will understand 
that most disasters cannot be pinned down to one single monumental error 
or deviation from procedure. On that night, it certainly seemed to me that the 
missing crews had bypassed command and freelanced their own way into the 
job. Reason talks a lot about latent faults in the systems of work that just need 
the right set of coincidences to lead to a major tragedy. These faults may lie in 
the work procedures for years, unnoticed until the circumstances arise and the 
potential of the latent fault becomes realized. 

So what happened on that night?
1. The fire occurred on the boundary of two of our administrative zones, 

so the alarm dispatched around 70 percent of the resources from one 
zone and the remaining 30 percent from an adjoining zone.

2. It just so happens that this admin-zone boundary is also a dispatch 
radio-frequency boundary. Our dispatch center does not assign one 
dispatch frequency to each call, and they also don’t print the radio 
frequency on the station printout.

3. This resulted in the incoming resources being on two separate radio 
frequencies. This is not normally an issue, because once the resources 
have arrived and send an arrival message on their dispatch frequency, 
they should Level 1 stage and the IC should deployed them on a tac-
tical simplex channel or face-to-face.

4. On this particular night, the first IC was in position and undertaking 
his functions as per SOPs. He sent his arrival confirmation, his ini-
tial radio report and his updates on the dispatch channel that I had 
monitored as I approached the scene. However, this was not the only 
communicating going on…

5. Unbeknown to myself or the first IC, the third or fourth arriving sta-
tion commander (company officer) decided he would help out a bit. 
In addition to communicating his arrival confirmation, he decided he 
should also share some additional observations and command ideas 
about the fire. This included contacting dispatch and ensuring that a 
couple of incoming engines get sent “around the back”!

6. Dispatch duly obliged and redirected two of the inbound engines to 
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a street that on their maps looked like the best place to gain access 
to the rear of the fire building. Of course, all of this happened on the 
alternate dispatch channel and was not monitored by the first IC or 
myself.

7. The two (lost) engines therefore never got to a Level 1 staged loca-
tion. Upon arriving in their newly specified location, they assumed 
the IC must have requested their relocation to the Charlie Side and 
that he would probably be putting them there for attack lines. Realiz-
ing they were actually about 200 feet from the burning building, they 
began their own epic journey through houses, gardens and fences 
in order to reach the “back of the building.” In their struggle to get 
there, they missed the radio calls from IC No. 2 (me) and were not 
really back under our command umbrella until they reached the Char-
lie Sector.

Reading back over this, it all seems so obvious and through a retrospec-
tive prism, looks easy to fix. However, on that night, not knowing the chain of 
events, it was a frustrating mystery. It is an example of how a series of little 
errors and minor violations can develop into a major safety threat. Interest-
ingly, when talking to the main players post-incident, it becomes obvious that 
each person was trying to help out as best they knew how. Rarely does anyone 
set out to cause a breakdown in accountability. However, this is exactly what 
happens when we deviate from some of the fundamentals.

As an organization, we are still working on the lessons derived from this 
incident. Personally, the event reinforces some fairly basic rules we must fol-
low. In no particular order, these are:

•	 One person in charge. The IC must be the central focus for and 
manager of incident information. This point cannot be emphasized 
enough. Information must follow the chain of command to the IC, 
if they don’t act on it, it can’t become someone else’s job to action.

•	 All resources must be connected. The communications SOPs and 
incident communications plan must put all the players on the same 
page. By using two dispatch channels at the same incident, we had 
introduced a latent error that was just waiting for the right circum-
stances to make our command process go screwy.

•	 Actively listening to radios takes effort, but it is important. The crew 
commander can’t be that involved in the task-level work that they 
miss a radio call. Loss of contact means potential trouble that can’t 
be shrugged off or ignored.

•	 Staging SOPs should not be adjusted on the fly. Our staging SOPs 
said that the IC deployed crews from their staged locations. This went 
haywire on that night and resulted in other players bypassing the IC.

We’ve heard these truths articulated many times before. However, it may 
not be until we have an event like the one I’ve described above that their true 
importance becomes apparent. The lessons we learned that night highlighted 
some flaws in our systems that we didn’t really appreciate. I like to think that 
we’ve become a little bit better for making these errors, but given the choice, 
I’d prefer a less stressful way to learn a lesson.

Now, just wish I could find my keys.

Editor’s Note: The author has chosen a ficticious name to protect the 
people involved. It is never easy to discuss one’s mistakes. Although we 
usually refrain from publishing anonymous articles, we believe the les-
sons learned during this incident are important to share.  

Down Under content continued on pg. 32.
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One thing that any visiting U.S. firefighter would notice about Australian fire depart-
ments is their size. Australia does not typically have any of the small one- to five-
station departments that seem so common in the United States. Fire departments 

in Australia are big, in fact they’re very big.  Aussie fire departments are administered at a 
state or national level and typically cover a lot of turf. Australia has approximately 80 percent 
the land area of the United States, but we onlyhave eight states (actually, six states and two 
areas designated as territories). Still, we would not have any more than 15 separately admin-
istered fire departments. Many high-hazard industrial sites will have their own emergency/
fire teams, but legislation prevents these from operating away from their own site. 

The department I work for is amongst the largest in the world and is reportedly the 
busiest in Australia. We changed our name on Jan. 1, 2011, from the New South Wales Fire 
Brigades to Fire Rescue New South Wales (FRNSW).  In ballpark figures, FRNSW has:

•	 338 fire stations;
•	 Approximately 3,500 full-time firefighters;
•	 Approximately 3,500 retained (part-time) firefighters;
•	 637 firefighting vehicles;
•	 A separate logistical support center in one of Sydney’s outer suburbs;
•	 Four operational communication centers;

Australian firefighters in action.
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•	 A state training college in Sydney, as well as sev-
eral regional training centers; and

•	 A Corporate Head Office in Sydney.
FRNSW also provides training and minor equipment 

to teams of Community Fire Units, who are civilian volun-
teers that can be mobilized to look after their own street 
during times of extreme bushfire danger. These volun-
teers give the state an additional countermeasure that 
can be deployed on the bush/urban interface (similar to 
the wildland/urban interface in the United States) during 
significant wildfire events.

As you can imagine, an organization of this size and 
complexity presents a fairly demanding administrative 
environment. Stations are grouped into administrative 
zones, zones into areas and areas into either metropolitan 
or regional operations. Typically a zone will have anywhere 
from about 10 to 25 stations.  Our rank structure follows 
the administrative structure with Station Commanders, 
Duty Commanders, Zone Commanders, Area Command-
ers, Assistant and Deputy Commissioners and finally our 
Commissioner heading up the organization.

Together with the NSW Rural Fire Service—the other 
fire agency servicing NSW—we look after more than 7 
million people or approximately 35 percent of Austra-
lia’s total population.You could travel all over the state of 
NSW, keeping in mind that NSW is 312,528 square miles, 
or about 16 percent bigger than Texas, and find only 
two fire department shoulder patches.  Having only two 
departments for the whole state means that mutual-aid 
procedures, whilst still sometimes difficult, are nowhere 
near as daunting as the processes followed by some 
U.S.-based departments.  Add to this state-based legis-
lation covering building codes, occupational health and 
safety,dangerous goods transportation and various other 
safety-related regulations, and emergency work across 
the whole state is a fairly standardized process. 

While we are an integral agency of the NSW state gov-
ernment, funding for our department is shared between 
local city governments (12.5 percent), the insurance indus-
try (75 percent), with the remaining funding provided 
by the state.Emergency patient transport is covered by 
another agency named the Ambulance Service NSW, so 
bedsides our legislation allowing cost recovery for hazmat 
incidents, we have no additional funding sources. Over the 
years there has been plenty of debate about our funding 
model, however nobody has been able to get consensual 
agreement on any new or improved models. 

Besides the details I have listed above, you would find 
the average Aussie firefighter easily slips into the same 
brother and sisterhood common to firefighters the world 
over. 

If you’re ever planning a visit, you can find out more 
information about FRNSW at: http://www.nswfb.nsw.gov.
au/.   

A busy Alpha sector.

FRNSW firefighters battle a bushfire.

A multiagency rescue operation.

Looks like a big one. Defensive ops.
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As NFPA standards change, things such as minimum staffing, training-burn standards, training 
requirements, 2 in/2 out, RIT and staffing variables continue to challenge our available hours and 
resources—especially for volunteer departments or departments facing staffing shortages. As 

staffing decreases, it seems fire loads increase exponentially. Lightweight construction has all but replaced 
stick-built roofs and floors, and “common” residential structure sizes have grown from 1,500 square feet to 
3,000 square feet or more. House fires that in the past matched our resources are now fire problems that 
can easily outperform our best efforts. Flashovers are happening faster and more often, so the window 
of opportunity we have to respond and start rescue and suppression activities continues to decrease. It 
seems to me the tactics we learned to fight fire in the 20th century—in legacy-style structures—will kill us 
in the 21st century.

Foreign Thoughts on Homegrown Tactics
My interest in flashover science began in the early 1990s. I met John Taylor, a firefighter and fire researcher 
from England, who introduced me to his research (www.smokeburns.com), as well as some Swedish 
research regarding firefighter death and injury due to flashover. I invited John to my department in Mon-
roe, N.C., to teach his flashover/air-track management class. Air track is a directional air flow or current 
(either fresh air or exhaust smoke). If you look at a window and the top half of the opening is filled with fire/
smoke exhausting to the outside, what you are seeing is the heat/flames/smoke traveling from the high-
temperature (high-pressure) ceiling to the outside. If the bottom half/opening of the window looks clear, 
it’s because air is actually traveling into the burn room. (In this article, the flow we discuss is an intake air 
track—underpressure flow to support combustion.) Much of what he presented proved very unfamiliar to 
us. It was so different, in fact, that most of our team could not connect John’s science with our firefighting 
tactics—it just didn’t fit. John’s thoughts about managing the air track to extinguish the fire safely were 
also new (at least to me). 

We certainly did not fight fire like they did in Sweden, where John had learned his approach to  
controlling a flashover. But maybe we should, or maybe we should at least apply their science to our  
knowledge and equipment. (Controlling the fire using a “too rich too burn” thought process just didn’t 
fit in the United States where I was taught to open it up, go in under the smoke and put “wet stuff on the 
red stuff.”)
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Some things were fairly obvious. For example, it appeared, based on our 
new information, that if we controlled the air track, we would be less likely to get 
caught in a flashover. (My department had purchased a Tempest blower to use 
for overhaul. Some early positive-pressure attack discussions were happening 
at the time, so we experimented with the use of blowers in the attack mode. I 
admit, my knowledge of the use of a blower was minimal. The result of one of 
our first attempts: Fire 1, Successful Tactic 0. We got our butts kicked.) At the 
time, vertical ventilation was taught as the best/primary method of creating a 
“safer” environment for the fire-suppression crew and our customers (it still is). 
We looked closely at direct attack, used it often on major-involvement fires and 
were condemned by the majority due to the myth of “pushing fire.” As a rural 
volunteer department, we typically used a 3” line with an Akron 400 gpm auto-
matic nozzle to hit the fire through a window to achieve a quick knockdown. We 
would take a dry 3” line to the attack location, charge the line, back it up with a 
1¾” line, push the nozzle/stream into the window and kill the major portion of 
the fire. Then we would enter the structure with handlines for fire suppression 
and overhaul. We used our blowers mainly for the final evacuation of smoke 
once the fire was out. 

We didn’t know, nor understand, managing the air in conjunction with a 
direct attack. We were taught to shut doors in uninvolved rooms, but we were 
never taught to shut the door in the involved room to keep out the highly flam-
mable gases lingering in the spaces we had just crawled through. If we made it 
to the room of origin, we had little concern about the gases behind us. 

Well Trained? 
After many practice burns and hours of reviewing burn video, it became appar-
ent that what I thought was “the truth” had some major flaws. As an officer, I 
had been ordering crews into flashover conditions without the tools and skills 
needed to protect themselves and with ventilation tactics that often prompted 
the flashover to occur even earlier.

Our tactical decisions were based largely on IFSTA firefighter training and 
the stories told in the squad room. Some of these tactics actually make flashover 
more likely and increase the risk of thermal insult to our crews—and sometimes 
our customers. One of the main reasons the fire service experiences flashovers 
today is the delay in putting water directly on the fire. In video after video, much 
time is spent on vertical ventilation, additional horizontal ventilation and fire-
fighting entirely from the unburned side.  

Owning/managing the air track is an important concept in offensive fire 
attack, but I spent more time worrying about getting a “seal” with a blower at 
the door than getting enough air flow from the window of the room on fire to 
achieve a horizontal flame (as Kriss Garcia has taught us).   

I would never have closed a door on a line behind me to block the gases 
that create a flashover. That would have been heresy. Close the door behind 
me? You gotta be crazy.

I have come to realize that I was trained well and trained wrong. I was 
committing crews to suppression activities that, in some cases, increased their 
chances of injury or death. This is a sobering set of thoughts. The four-hour fire 
science class should have been four days.

Project Kill the Flashover 
After more than 15 years of studying our tactics and how they relate to flash-
overs, it seemed time for the American fire service to take a scientific look at how 
our traditional methods contribute to (and sometimes create) flashover condi-
tions. With the help of Chief Shawn Oke (Albemarle (N.C.) Fire Department, we 
developed the Kill the Flashover Project (over a plate of chicken wings!). Kill 
the Flashover serves to collect data from live, highly monitored non-1403 burn 
evolutions and will use that data to determine the tactics, tools and skills that 



will help us identify, kill and/or defend ourselves from a flashover.
The first series of 20 test burns occurred on Friday Nov. 11 and concluded 

Nov. 12 in Shelby (Cleveland County), N.C. More than 80 people attended 
the burns, including fire-service equipment manufacturers, trade profession-
als, psychologists, structural engineers, industrial hygienists, members of the 
NFPA and students from a local community college fire-burn class (for a com-
plete list of participants, see pg. 41). This large sampling of subject-matter 
experts enabled us to glean as much relevant information as possible from 
the tests—information we can use to develop a set of best practices, test 
them individually and define which of them best serve those working in the 
hazard zone. 

The Tests Burns
The Kill the Flashover test burns evaluated the following four  
hypotheses:

•	 Current ventilation tactics are insufficient and promote early flash-
overs during interior fire suppression and rescue tactics;

•	 Current fire-stream standards are insufficient to prevent flashovers 
on interior fire suppression, and in some cases actually promote early 
flashovers during interior fire-suppression and rescue tactics;

•	 Current fire-suppression standards of using water alone (without a 
wetting agent) are insufficient to prevent flashovers in interior fire-
suppression and rescue tactics;

•	 Current fire-suppression tactics are insufficient due to the delay of 
fire stream direct application and is promoting fire growth and flash-
over. This delay is creating a more dangerous condition for the cus-
tomer and the fire suppression crews.

For our tests, Oak Grove Volunteer Fire Department Chief Perry Davis located 
a one-story (with basement) stick-built masonry structure that had been a 
clubhouse in its previous life. We used sheetrock to convert the structure’s 
ballroom into individual rooms/bedrooms. Throughout the tests, we used 
more than 70 pieces of sheetrock to “rebuild” the rooms as we completed 
the individual tests.

We outfitted each room with two thermocouples: one mounted at 18 
inches off the floor and the second mounted 48” off the floor. We did not 
measure the ceiling with thermocouples. However, an occasional ceiling 
thermal-imager reading was taken on each burn. Jeff Kimble (a fire-science 
professor at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte) led the data- 
logging process for the test.

One of the highlights of our test was the bank of side-by-
side monitors in the command van that showed the thermal imag-
ing cameras’ images (three monitors) and the standard video (two  
monitors) taken during the burns (see image top right). This showed 
us what the firefighter was seeing (video) vs. what the thermal imager 
captured. For example, we could see the heat dissipating (ther-
mal imager), while the firefighter was still seeing heavy smoke (video). 
This was really cool. Martin Grube from Fire Rescue TV led the video  
production process for the test. Martin recorded the burns from the exte-
rior and conducted interviews with the test-burn leaders and subject-matter 
experts. 

We have hours of video and other data to evaluate. We will publish our 
complete findings in a future issue. Until then, here are some initial findings 
that can provide all of us some food for thought:

1. Managing the air track reduces fire temperatures and assists in fire 
suppression and flashover control;

2. Wetting agent enhances water’s ability to prevent the rise of tem-
perature and flashovers. Thermal imager evidence demonstrated the 
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Our “house” was a 1971 stick-built clubhouse 
measuring 1,400 square feet (first floor).

More than 70 pieces of sheetrock were hung to 
protect the ceiling’s fiber-board structure.

This computer-aided drawing, created by our structural 
engineer Greg Walden, shows where we added sheetrock 
to convert the ballroom into individual rooms/bedrooms.

A thermal imager and a video camera were placed on a 
portable stand in three rooms.

FLASHOVER

FLASHOVER



movement of the agent vapor and controlling temperature;
3. Positive-pressure attack, with proper ventilation, provides 

the attack crew clean-air access to the burn room. This 
allows a safe, quick kill of the  fire; 

4. Too much/improper ventilation contributes to the extreme 
rise in temperatures and increases flashover risk; and

5. Fire dampening with fire streams (fog) into the under-pressure 
air track can lower temperatures in the burn area and the access path for the  
suppression crew.

Joe M. Starnes, a volunteer firefighter, officer, administrator 
and chief with 34 years of experience, is currently a volunteer 
at Oak Grove Volunteer Fire Department in Kings Mountain, 
N.C. He works for AT&T in national security and emergency 
preparedness and is on the command team for network disas-
ter recovery. For the past decade he has served as the incident 
command consultant and the plans section chief. You can learn 
more about Joe at www.joestarnes.com.

On the following two pages, we briefly highlight test Burns 1, 2 and 3. These 
burns show the individual tactics we used in various combinations for the remain-
ing 17 burns: Under-Pressure Air-Track Management, Positive-Pressure Attack 
and Direct Attack with a Water-Agent Solution. Although this limited sampling 
cannot prove or disprove the causes of flashover or how to protect our selves 
these conditions, it does give us a starting point for future articles and dialogue.

Click here to post questions/comments for Joe Starnes. 
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Top: A bank of monitors showed us 
thermal-imager readings and video 
footage.

Bottom: ISG INFRASYS’ Bobby 
Kyle prewired the structure for 
cabling, thermal imagers and  
video cameras.

The Madness Behind Our Methods
Survey seeks to define what motivates our unnecessary risk-taking.—By Joe M. StarneS

While studying flashover causes and occurrences, it became clear that some of our high-risk (and often unnecessary) 
fire-suppression tactics border on the insane. We hold the “rescue” joker card in reserve if our actions border on stupid; 
so many firefighters have been injured and/or killed during primary search when the only occupants in the structure were 
the firefighters. Not only do we take abnormally high risks, we often (in our urgency) perform these searches without 
hoselines, water or a crew (think lone cowboy). I think some of our motivation is similar to our choosing six lottery 
numbers each week (might get lucky this time!). The difference is that in the lottery we are betting $1, not our life or the 
lives of our crew. Our service justifies these deaths and injuries with firehouse conversations that immortalize our risks 
and funerals.

This legendary storytelling plays over and over in the mind of the young recruit or the new officer.  We make it our 
mission to work on the edge of managed acceptable risk, while looking for the opportunity to jump to the other side. 
We rarely believe the fire will outperform our dedication, tools and skills. For goodness sake, only 100 firefighters die 
during millions of calls every year. Surely this is not the fire that will injure or kill me.  The odds are one in a million.  (The 
exact calculated odds of picking six lottery numbers out of six are one in 90,858,768.) Yet about every month, we label 
one of our own a hero due to the fire outperforming the firefighter. This doesn’t include all the causes of fatalities.  Nor 
does this data say anything about the thousands of near misses that occur.  

Kill the Flashover would not be a sincere effort to reduce firefighter injury and death from thermal insult without 
asking questions that help define the “why” behind some of our risk-taking behavior. I sought out Vickie Taylor, a 
behavioral health specialist living and working in Prince William County, Va. (http://nfff.info/about/staff/taylor.html). 
Vickie has a very special interest in the fire service and helped our project with a psychological survey of the participants. 
(Click the paperclip at right to access the survey.) If you like to take the survey yourself, please send your response to 
joe@joestarnes.com.

http://bshifter.com/linkmap/lmap.aspx?mp=forum_joe_m_starnes


Burn 1 Prince William County (Va.) firefighters conducted Burn 
1 to assess interior “overpressure” air-track management. Image 1a 
shows the room in the BC corner. Image 1b shows the use of an attack 
curtain—a flame-resistant material hung in a doorway or window to 
control damper/control air flow—to maintain air-track control. Sec-
onds after the fire-room door was closed (window remained intact), 
the room temperature dropped some 400 degrees at the 48-inch level 
thermocouple. The suppression crew controlled the fire-room tem-
perature, and then the PPV blower evacuated the remaining gases in 
the crew-access route to the fire room. (In a future article, we will show 
the video of the crews executing the tactic.) If we keep the curtain in 
the front door, and a window fails within the burn room, the attack 
crew’s access area will remain too rich to burn; the flash will occur in 
front of the attack crew. Otherwise, the flash will go past the crew to 
the outside and will attain the ideal mixture to return from the rear of 
the crew (not so good).

Burn 2 This was a Positive Pressure Attack for a fire in C division (kitchen).
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1a

1b

The tactics required sufficient horizontal 
ventilation for the fire room.

This fire reached very high temperatures 
before any attempt to suppress.

Once ventilation was accomplished, serial  
positive-pressure blowers were positioned in the 
access opening (door) to pressurize the burn room 
and cause the flame to appear horizontal.

When the flame front pushed horizontal, the 
access path for the fire crew became a controlled 
air track, and the ambient temperatures normal-
ized to within a few degrees of the intake air.

2a 2b

2d2c
2e

2d



Kill the Flashover’s Hall of Flame
Kill the Flashover thanks the following organizations for 
making the project and the test burns possible.
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Burn 3 This was a direct attack with 2.5 gallons of water and agent; after the 
direct attack, we used a 1” line with batch-mixed Novacool for suppression. This 
attack used a minimum amount of water (simulating a limited-staffing scenario) 
through a window directly into the fire room. The crew attacked the room with a 2.5- 
gallon water extinguisher mixed with a .4% solution of Novacool (wetting agent) 
and water. The two-person crew attacked the fire through a small window open-
ing (two panes) and utilized a thermal imager to locate the fire (3a and 3b). Once 
the can was emptied, the 48-incho thermocoupler registered a 500-degree tem-
perature drop. The team moved to the front door and applied a stream of mixed 
agent/water solution from a 1” line into the air-intake track. The crew then fol-
lowed up with positive-pressure ventilation and overhaul with the water/agent 
line (3c).

3a
3c

3b

AccountabillityTag.com
Akron Brass Company
Argus Thermal Imaging
FireNews.net
Fire Rescue TV
Interspiro

ISG Infrasys
Motorola Solutions
Novacool
Oak Grove Volunteer Fire Department
Scott Health & Safety
Tempest Technologies
Wesson Septic Service

http://www.accountabilitytag.com/
http://www.akronbrass.com/
http://www.argusdirect.com/
http://firenews.net/
http://firerescuetv.com/index.asp?cs=31
http://www.interspiro.com/
http://www.isgfire.com/
http://www.motorolasolutions.com/US-EN/Home?WT.tsrc=Georedirects
http://www.novacoolfire.com/index.php
http://www.ogvfd.com/
https://www.scottsafety.com/pages/landing.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2f_layouts%2fAuthenticate.aspx%3fSource%3d%252F&Source=%2F
http://www.tempest-edge.com/
http://www.wessonseptictanks.com/
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We recently completed 
the 2nd Annual Hazard 
Zone Management 

conference at beautiful Notre 
Dame University in South Bend, 
Ind. It was as successful as the 
first event and filled with practical, 
useful information. 

I attend a lot of fire-service 
conferences and training events, 
and I always enjoy spending time 
with a bunch of firefighters who 
are interested in learning new 
things and improving the work 
they do. Of all the people I meet 
and interact with, I think the group 
in South Bend is the most serious 
and focused. In my opinion, the 
Blue Card program is the com-
mon thread that unites attendees 
and creates among them a similar 
level of motivation. I call this the 
Blue Card Effect.

Listening and learning 
together for 2.5 days allows us to connect to a standard, street-oriented sys-
tem that will help us apply and manage all the material we learn. When we 
get home, we have a mutually shared command and operational structure in 
place that accommodates the integration of the new, different, better stuff we 
learned at the conference.  

I know I have sat (and still sit) in conferences and thought: “When I get 
home, where the hell am I going to put this great stuff I just listened to?” I 
believe Blue Card provides a very practical and useful solution to that concern. 
The material presented at the conference is pretty much all directly related 
to conducting safe and effective hazard-zone operations. I think I could have 
written down on one side of a notebook the basic content of each lecture or 
discussion, and on the opposite page, written what I was going to do with that 
material when I got home.

Most of the conference material seemed to relate to one (or more) of 
the eight standard functions of command—the backbone of Blue Card. 
Being able to connect a new or reinforced lesson to the basic game plan is 

The Art of  
Organizing Chaos  
2nd Annual Hazard Zone Management Conference 
champions common command practices.
BY ALAN V. BRUNACINI

Bruno and Gordon Graham discuss the 
somewhat predictable nature of most 
fireground injuries and accidents.
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Above: Industry leaders  
participated in a panel 
discussion about modern
hazard-zone challenges. 
 

a hug and a kiss for the ops chief. It creates a more common language and 
greater understanding among us. (You could see many conference attendees 
nod their heads in unison as we went through the program.) By the time we 
leave the conference, we are all unified by a common tactical and command 
approach to applying the new material. 

The 3rd annual Hazard Zone Conference will include a leadership track. 
The 2012 conference will feature Gary Klein, a research psychologist famous 
for his work in the field of decision-making. The conference will present practi-
cal, doable, no mumbo-jumbo information that participants can use at their 
next hazard-zone event, and it will continue to include panel discussions. This 
conference is becoming noted for the interaction between the speakers and 
the attendees. The 2012 leadership panel includes Gary Klein, Gordon Gra-
ham and me. The Hazard Zone Conference will continue to highlight the latest 
fire research as it applies to tactics, strategy, incident command, protective 
gear and fire fighter safety. A Blue Card Instructor’s meeting will follow the 
close of the conference. Come join us at the University of Notre Dame for 
our 3rd annual conference, Oct. 14–17 and share your Blue Card experiences. 
Click here for more information. We look forward to meeting you and learning 
from you.  

Australian attendees pose for a photo with members of the U.S. Blue Card  

team.  See how happy they look? Imagine the fun you missed! Be here next year.

Right: Conference attendees 
enjoy an interactive tour of the 
Clay (Ind.) Fire Territory mobile 
command training center.

Far Left: The conference is  
held at beautiful Notre Dame  
University. Many attendees 
enjoyed a tour of the football 
stadium, made famous by the 
Fighting Irish and views of 
Touchdown Jesus!

http://www.bluecardcommand.com/seminars.html
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In this issue, we are launching a management-
practices column that highlights functional and 
not-so-functional boss behaviors. Here’s how 

it works: In each issue, we will present a case study 
that involves a very practical, real-world management/
leadership situation. As readers, your “homework” is 
to think about the case study and send us your pro-
posed solution to the problem. (It’s a quarterly publi-
cation, so even the busiest among you can complete 
the homework assignment.) We will review and com-
bine your answers into a model solution and present it 
in the next issue of B Shifter. 

Let’s get started on this quarter’s scenario.

Case Study: The Punisher
You are the new fire chief in a medium-sized (30- 
station) urban fire department. You came from a simi-
lar department where you spent 25 years. You retired 
as an assistant chief assigned as the operations- 
division commander. Your basic leadership approach revolves around an open, 
participatory, positive, highly communicative relationship with the organiza-
tion’s working level. Typically, you spend a great deal of time interacting with 
the fire companies and response chiefs. Your active approach to face-to-face 
interaction has resulted in a high level of effective problem-solving through 
energetic discussion. Members of the greater fire service considered your for-
mer department highly progressive, and employment there is highly coveted.

The fire chief you replaced spent his entire career in the department and 
spent 18 years as chief. You quickly discover the department has a very militant 
approach and has been led in a very autocratic way. By his own admission, the 
former chief is a control-oriented “disciplinary leader.” He operates from the 
punishment end of the discipline scale. He believes it is necessary to control 
the troops with fear of retribution. Therefore, a great deal of organizational 
effort goes into everyone covering their asses and avoiding the “punisher.” 
The union spends an inordinate amount of time and expense defending their 
members who have been punished. The ongoing box score is that the union 
generally wins more than management.

As you become acquainted with your staff (five assistant chiefs), you  
realize they have (necessarily) taken on many of their former boss’s  

Bosses: The Good, Bad 
& Dysfunctional
Provide your feedback on these leadership 
case studies. (You could win a cool T-shirt.) 
BY ALAN V. BRUNACINI

Help Bruno launch this new reader 
feedback-based column. Send your 
responses to B_Shifter@comcast.net, 
writing FBB in the subject line. 
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mean-spirited leadership traits. They tend to manage by actively enforcing the 
rules of conduct and adhering to an intense schedule of inspections. There is 
very little empowerment on any level. Although the department has adequate 
resources, it lacks any signs of internal or external innovation. 
Basically, the bosses operate a control-oriented system that 
spends more time on appearance rather than service delivery. 
The troops spend most of their time (and effort) hiding from the 
bosses; this creates a very non-productive and painful guard/
inmate relationship.

Please describe how you would deal with your new 
department and what you would do during your first 100 
days as the new fire chief. Outline what your basic mes-

sage to the organization will be and how you will deliver that 
message. Also, please discuss how you will deal with the exist-
ing group of bosses on every level who have been socialized 
by former chief’s negative approach. Say a little about how you 
will deal with the predictable response that you are “turning the asylum over 
to the inmates” as you begin to make positive changes that work against the 
mean-spirited past practices. Describe briefly your short-, medium- and long-
term timetable for implementing your management plan.

Please send your response to B_Shifter@comcast.net, writing FBB in the 
subject line. Deadline for submissions is Feb. 29, 2012. Remember, we can’t 
win if you don’t play. If your response is chosen, you win a cool T-Shirt.   

Editor’s Note: Historically, columns requiring reader feedback have fallen a bit 
flat. Readers seem shy about responding. They’re too busy. They don’t think 
they have anything smart to say, or maybe they just don’t want to participate. 
We ask that you set aside your trepidation and dive right in. Any response 
will be welcome and insightful and will allow other readers to learn from your 
experiences and opinions. We will not print your name or your department’s 
name if you request that we keep your info private. And remember, you can 
win a cool T-shirt if we choose your response. 

He operates from the 
punishment end of the 
discipline scale. He ... 
controls the troops with 
fear of retribution. 
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In the last issue, we talked about 
the importance of getting to work 
on time and managing the morn-

ing equipment checks-offs. In this 
issue, we’ll continue with the morn-
ing routine and discuss managing the 
phase of the shift that follows morning 
check-offs: recon of the people sched-
uled on your shift.

Who’s in Your ‘Hood?
Resource is one of the most impor-
tant critical factors among the eight 
critical factors. Knowing the personnel 
and resources within your firehouse, 
along with the personnel and equip-
ment available in firehouses around 
you, is imperative to your safety when 
working in the hazard zone. Simply, the 
more you have, especially early on, the 
more you can do. Conversely, the less 
you have, the less you can do. The old 
saying, “doing more with less” is bullshit. Trying to get away with doing more 
with less can get us killed.

The most important elements/bullet points within the resource critical-
factor category are “available staffing and equipment” and “personnel capa-
bilities.” A community’s staffing and manual fire protection are crucial to a 
department’s overall hazard-zone work capability. Many times, the available 
resource will drive the actual strategy used on an incident. The fewer the 
resources, the less offensively capable we are. Arriving to a fire requiring three 
handlines when you can only put one handline on the fire in the first 10 min-
utes = a defensive strategy. 

The amount of resource is pretty well set in our communities (although it 
seems to decrease every day), so it’s kind of a fixed factor. Station 4 will always 
be on the corner of 5th & Cleveland, and Station 2 will always be on Auten 
Road. Company officers need to know where their surrounding companies 
are and how long it will take them to arrive on a scene. This becomes a pretty 
consistent thing for us. At my previous department, I knew where our first-due 
area ended and where the others began based on the sidewalk expansion 

Morning 
Role Call
Morning recon of staffing & other resources 
helps ensure quick, effective response.
BY JOHN BRUNACINI

The author’s Glorious Ladder 11 
was stationed within Battalion 2. 
Company officers must know who is 
working throughout their battalion 
during their shift so they can take 
each worker’s strengths and weak-
nesses into account.
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joints separating us from our neighboring firehouses (a product of deliver-
ing EMS). The number of firefighters working on neighboring trucks and their 
capabilities (certifications, training and actual fire experience) are almost more 
important than the actual number of units responding.

It is critical that company officers know the units in their battalion/
area and the personnel who staff them. In my former fire department, I 
worked most of my career as a company officer on a ladder in Battalion 
2, which contained six fire stations housing seven engines, two ladder 
companies, five ambulances and one battalion chief. I knew every per-
manent member assigned within the battalion, from the firefighters to 
the battalion chief. I used the department’s computerized personnel-
tracking system to check on the status of my crew for the shift (more on 
that in a bit), as well as all the other units in Battalion 2. The tracking sys-
tem was an excellent tool to review the entire battalion’s role call for that 
shift, along with which units were going to be out of service for admin 
stuff and department-wide training.

Supervisors who care about doing a good job—who train regularly 
and follow the SOPs—usually end up doing a good job while keeping 
their crews safe (amazing what acting like a professional firefighter can 
do). The fires they arrive to first always seemed to go more smoothly, 
were better coordinated, went out more quickly and were generally 
much safer to operate on. If my morning recon showed one of the top-
performing regulars was off, I often felt sad because their replacements 
weren’t usually as effective. (On the other hand, when one of the lower per-
formers was off, their replacement was usually a huge improvement.) How-
ever, knowing in advance that an inexperienced or low performer would be 
replacing a competent supervisor in a regular/permanent position allowed 
me to discuss this with my crew and the company officer on Engine 11. These 
people’s fires didn’t run so smoothly and were oftentimes a little unsafe. It 
is important to understand these unfortunate facts in order to protect your 
crewmembers when working with people who just don’t get it. This could be 
somebody on your own department or one of your next-door neighbors.

If the “Rover” is A Real Dog
The personnel-tracking system also allowed me to see what was going on 
with the personnel working at my station (one engine, one ladder, one ambu-
lance). I pretty much knew exactly when my crewmembers were going to be 
off. Scheduled leave was discussed prior to taking it, and any emergency stuff 
would always generate two phone calls: one to the shift commander’s office 
to get the leave (sick leave, emergency, vacation, etc.) and one to a B Shift 
Ladder 11 member (usually me) explaining the situation. So, I used the track-
ing system not to see who was off, but to see who was replacing the missing 
member.

About 25 percent of my former department’s personnel were “rovers”— 
members who did not have a permanent work assignment and who were 
recently promoted into their position/rank. Every morning between 6:15 and 
6:45, each rover would call into the shift commander’s office to get their work 
assignment for that shift. The shift commander’s office would then put all the 
rovers into the personnel-tracking system. For example, if one of my engi-
neers was on vacation for two weeks, some rover or over-timer would fill his 
slot. I could get lucky and have the same person fill his spot for the entire two 
weeks, or it could be someone different every shift. (In either case, I would 
move the other engineer to the driving position—if it wasn’t already his turn 
that month. This ensured I had a driver who knew the area and the emergency 
response driving SOPs. (See the paper clip at right for that policy.)

The 8 Critical 
Factor Categories

•	 Building

•	 Fire

•	 Occupancy

•	 Life	hazard

•	 Arrangement

•	 Resources

•	 Action

•	 Special	circumstances
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New Players at Half Time
Knowing who was riding the truck that day helped me determine 
the shift’s activities. I pretty much got to work at 7 a.m. each shift. 
The first thing I would do (even before I relieved my counterpart) 
was review the staffing program to see who was working at my 
station that shift. If we got a rover who was pretty green my crew 
would roll their eyes because they knew we would be drilling a 
good part of the morning. If we got a “senior rover” whom we had 
drilled and worked with before, the drill session would be greatly 
reduced based on their competencies. (A “senior rover” is some-
one with time in rank who is looking for a permanent spot some-
where.)

My current fire department, the Clay (Ind.) Fire Territory, runs 
a very common Midwest staffing model that uses a combination 
full-time/part-time system with three-person constant staffing on 
all engine and ladder companies. The company officers and driv-
ers are full time and permanently assigned to the rig, but each 
24-hour shift is staffed by two different firefighters, each working 
separate 12-hour shifts. Because Clay is so much smaller than my 
former department, each officer pretty much knows everyone who 
works for the department and their individual strengths and weak-
nesses. Still, officers who have different personnel showing up 
mid-shift must have a solid routine in place to ensure proper relief 
procedures and checks are performed. They must also ensure that 
the necessary evaluation and training is occurring to ensure a safe, 
smooth operation the next time the bells go off.

Conclusion
Knowing your station boundaries, the units you’ll be responding 
with, the personnel who ride those units and your own personnel’s 
strengths and weaknesses will help you plan your shift’s activities (lots of drill-
ing). It will also let know what you can do and what you can’t do on the next 
emergency scene.   

Click here! Visit John’s blog. Ask questions and share 
your opinions with other company officers.

John Brunacini retired from the Phoenix Fire Department 
in October 2006 after working for 26 years as a firefighter, 
engineer and captain. During his 14 years as captain, he 
spent nine years as the company officer on Ladder 11—B 
Shift. He developed and managed the Phoenix Fire Tele-
vision Network, and he spent three years managing the 
department’s Command Training Center, where he devel-
oped much of the curriculum used for command and bat-
talion training. Today, John develops and teaches Blue 
Card curriculum packages and serves as a volunteer train-
ing chief for the Clay Fire Territory (Ind.) Training Division.

Morning Recon
It	takes	more	than	your	own	company	and	
tools	to	get	the	job	done.	The	other	workers	
in	your	battalion—and	their	equipment—
contribute	to	how	effective	you	are	or	aren’t.	
When	performing	morning	recon,	consider	all	
of	the	following:

	ü On-scene	staffing	&	equipment

	ü Responding	staffing	&	equipment

	ü Available	staffing	&	equipment

	ü Estimated	response	times

	ü Condition	of	responders

	ü Capability	of	personnel

	ü Capability	of	command	staff

	ü Hydrants	&	water	supply

	ü Built-in	protection	systems

http://bshifter.com/linkmap/lmap.aspx?mp=forum_john_brunacini
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As we all know, the majority of line-of-duty injuries 
and deaths occur in single- and multiple-family 
dwellings during routine residential fires. Many  

factors contribute to this reality, but one of the most impor-
tant is the changing construction and structural nature of 
these homes. More square footage, higher ceilings and 
lightweight building materials means this fires burn hotter 
and cause structural collapse faster than ever before. Devel-
oping our skill set for response to these seemingly routine 
calls is essential to our on-scene safety and survival. For this 
reason, this quarter’s Drilldown highlights a single-family 
residence. 

Upon arrival, we note the incident’s critical factors. The 
structure is a medium-size, two-story house with a base-
ment. A working fire is obvious from the Alpha Side, with 
smoke showing from the front door and from the Char-
lie Side. From the Alpha Side view, the fire appears to be 
on the first floor. There is good access through the front 
door on the Alpha Side. No products of combustion are  
visible from the garage or roof/attic space, but close expo-
sures exist on the Bravo and Delta sides. It appears to be a  
contents fire.

Based on the current view from the front:
•	 There appears to be both survivable space 

and savable property on the structure’s  
interior; 

•	 Based on having available resources and an uninter-
rupted water supply, the strategy is offensive; and

•	 The initial attack line should go through the front 
door to initiate search and rescue and fire-control 
operations on the first floor. 

If the homes in your community have basements, 
the initial size-up must include a 360 of the entire  
structure. Basing our entire size-up on only the Alpha Side of 
the structure has us advancing an attack line to the first floor 
through the front door on the Alpha Side. Additional critical 
factors discovered during a 360 size-up include:

•	 This structure is made out of lightweight construction 
systems and materials. It doesn’t have large, dimen-
sional joists and wood planking as part of the first 
floor’s structure. Applying a set of tactics designed 

“Routine” Risks 
This issue’s drill highlights fires in single-family 
residences, which aren’t as routine as they used to be.
BY B SHIFTER STAFF

Initial size-up shows a single-family home 
with smoke showing from the front door  
and Charlie sides.

The initial attack line should be operated 
directly through the basement window.
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for conventional, legacy-style construction to lightweight 
structures will eventually get you injured, maimed or 
killed; 

•	 It is obvious from the Charlie Side that the house has a 
total of three levels;

•	 The fire is burning in the basement (the lowest level);
•	 There appears to be both survivable space and savable 

property on the interior of the structure;
•	 Based on having available resources and an adequate 

water supply, the strategy remains offensive; and
•	 Based on the view from the Charlie Side, we must adjust 

the incident action plan (IAP). The initial attack line should 
be operated directly through the basement window 
where the fire is venting. Initial water should be applied 
from the exterior of the structure. The strategy is still considered 
offensive. This tactical approach is known as a quick hit. After we 
knock down the fire, we should re-evaluate conditions and adjust 
the IAP accordingly. In many cases, the quick hit will control the 
fire and the offensive operation can be continued on the interior 
of the structure. 

There is no exterior access into this basement. We should avoid the 
conventional tactic of advancing a handline down the basement stairs 
from the first floor for the following reasons:

•	 Recent fire-performance tests on lightweight flooring systems 
indicate very short failure times (less than 5 minutes); 

•	 Firefighters should not operate on the first floor until they’ve veri-
fied the basement is not on fire; and

•	 There is no sense in taking a beating by advancing an attack 
line down basement stairs when a quick hit from the exterior will 
reduce much of the heat from the basement fire. 

Anyone operating above the fire must do so under the protection of 
a charged attack line. The status of the basement must be determined 
during the beginning stages of the incident operation. 

Forward Lay from a Hydrant to a Forward Attack Position
In this issue, we offer one task-level drill to conduct with your depart-
ment’s members. The company, task-level drill for this issue 
focuses on:

Water Supply from a Pressurized Water System—We will 
examine the performance targets for an engineer and a fire-
fighter when performing a forward lay from a hydrant to a 
forward attack position.

Establishing a water supply using a fire hydrant—Most 
of time, the American fire service will use a pressurized water 
system as their water source when fighting a fire. Many fire 
departments have hydranted areas mixed among unhy-
dranted areas. Departments must have a high skill level 
when using either fire hydrants or static water-shuttle opera-
tions. We get paid to put water on fire, so we should be very 
good at it. (In future issues, we will discuss water supply via water-shuttle 
operations.)

In the next section, we’ll take an in-depth look at the specific evalu-
ation points for the firefighter and engineer. Company officers and the 
other members of the crew should refer to the videos and skills check-off 
sheets included in the article as well. Drill with your crew as many times as 
needed to become proficient at this task.

TJIs are one of the most common flooring 
systems found in new residential construc-
tion. These structural elements are quickly 
destroyed when exposed to fire.
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Objectives & Overview
Establish an uninterrupted water supply from a fire 
hydrant using supply hose from a pumper located 
in a forward position. This will require stopping at 
the hydrant to drop off the firefighter to “take the 
hydrant.” The apparatus will then proceed to its 
forward attack position, where the driver will con-
nect the supply hose into the appropriate intake 
valve. Both the firefighter and the pump operator 
will be required to perform a set of tasks where all 
of the proper hose connections are made prior to 
turning on the hydrant to flow water (don’t flood 
the supply hose bed!).

Materials/Equipment Needed
•	 One staffed engine company;
•	 200–400 feet of supply hose;
•	 Appropriately sized couplings for the 

local fire hydrants;
•	 Training area where supply hose can be 

laid and water can be flowed;
•	 Full PPE; and
•	 SCBA when required.

Key Safety/Deployment/Teaching Points
•	 Have your members/students review the 

Forward Lay from a Hydrant Video prior 
to the drill session;

•	 Instructors/officers/students must review 
the evaluation check-off sheets prior to 
drilling;

•	 Provide the members/students with the proper area to conduct the 
drill.

•	 Instructors should watch for proper PPE, correct techniques and safe 
deployment methods;

•	 Because this will probably require members to work on a roadway, all 
members must follow all safety SOPs at all times;

•	 Drivers must set the parking brake whenever in a stopped position;
•	 Don’t proceed to the forward position until signaled by the firefighter 

to “Go”;
•	 Don’t drive over 10 mph when laying supply hose;
•	 An engineer and firefighter are required for this task. This requires 

good communications at all times between both of the team  
members;

•	 Move as much dry hose as necessary before charging. Charged 5” 
large-diameter hose weighs more than 750 lbs per 100 feet; and

•	 Don’t flood the supply hosebed. This can cause serious injuries, and it 
really screws up a hose-lay evolution. 

Click the paperclip at right to download the engineer’s evaluation  
check-off sheet.

Click the paperclip at right to download the firefighter’s evaluation  
check-off sheet.

Click here to visit The 
Drilldown’s Blog.

http://bshifter.com/magazine/magazine2.aspx?article=81d4aaef-67f4-4020-a66d-a9a0dcc71580
http://vimeopro.com/user8072350/bshifter-volume-1-issue-3/video/34536551
http://vimeopro.com/user8072350/bshifter-volume-1-issue-3/video/34537116



	  


Forward Hose from a Hydrant 
Engineer’s Position Check-Off Sheet	  


Pass	   Fail	   N/A	  


Fasten seatbelts. 	   	   	  
Order given by company officer to “Take the hydrant.” 	   	   	  
Come to a complete stop approximately 10 feet past the hydrant. 	   	   	  
Set parking brake. 	   	   	  
Once ordered to proceed by the firefighter, disengage the parking 
brake and proceed to the forward spot as directed by your company 
officer. 


	   	   	  


Do not exceed 10 mph when laying supply hose. 	   	   	  


Once at the forward spot, come to a complete stop, set parking brake 
and place the apparatus into pump gear. 


	   	   	  


Properly dismount the truck and set wheel chocks. 	   	   	  


Approach the rear supply hosebed and, while walking forward, make 
your stretch until you hear the next coupling fall from the supply 
hosebed. 


	   	   	  


Break the coupling at the rear hosebed. 	   	   	  


Throw the unused supply hose coupling into the rear hosebed over the 
top bar. 


	   	   	  


Make the supply hose connection into the proper intake valve. 	   	   	  


Open the air bleeder. 	   	   	  


Move as much hose off of the roadway as possible before charging. 
Try to prevent as many kinks as possible. 


	   	   	  


Coordinate opening the hydrant with the firefighter. This can be done 
with an obvious hand signal or over a portable radio. 


	   	   	  


Place yourself in a safe position while the supply line is being charged. 	   	   	  


Once the supply line is charged and bled of air, fully open the intake 
valve. 


	   	   	  


Remove any kinks in the hose. 	   	   	  


Continue the pumping operation as specified by your company officer. 	   	   	  
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Forward Hose from a Hydrant 
Firefighter’s Position Check-Off Sheet	  


Pass	   Fail	   N/A	  


Skill performed in full PPE and properly donned SCBA. 	   	   	  
Fasten seatbelt. 	   	   	  
Order given by company officer to “Take the hydrant.” 	   	   	  
Firefighter waits to hear parking brake being applied before properly 
dismounting the apparatus. 


	   	   	  


Shut all doors and compartment doors before proceeding to the rear of 
the apparatus and mounting the tailboard. 


	   	   	  


Unclip all hosebed cover fasteners. 	   	   	  
Retrieve the hydrant wrench. 	   	   	  


Retrieve the hose coupling from the hosebed and place on the proper 
shoulder. 


	   	   	  


Step off of the tailboard facing forward and stretch enough hose 
directly behind the apparatus to make the stretch to the hydrant. 


	   	   	  


Once enough hose is stretched from the supply hosebed, make the 
stretch to the hydrant. 


	   	   	  


Wrap the hydrant at least 90 degrees to the pumper with no less than 
6 feet of hose and no more than 10 feet of hose passed the hydrant. 


	   	   	  


Go to one or two knees and properly secure the hose with both hands. 	   	   	  


Signal the apparatus that you are ready for them to advance with a 
loud “GO” or obvious hand signal. 


	   	   	  


Continue to secure the supply hose until two lengths of hose have 
played out of the supply hosebed. 


	   	   	  


Place the supply hose and coupling in safe position. 	   	   	  


Remove the steamer cap; place wrench on top of hydrant. 	   	   	  


Verify the hydrant is operating and properly flush. 	   	   	  


Retrieve hose coupling and ensure proper sized steamer fitting is 
attached. 


	   	   	  


Connect supply hose to the steamer connection. 	   	   	  


Move as much hose off of the roadway as possible before charging. 
Try to prevent as many kinks as possible. 


	   	   	  


Coordinate with the forward pump operator opening the hydrant. This 
can be done with an obvious hand signal or over a portable radio. 


	   	   	  


Once ordered to open the hydrant, slowly and fully open the hydrant. 	   	   	  


Once fully opened, retrieve the hydrant wrench and return to the 
apparatus, removing any kinks in the supply line along the way. 


	   	   	  


Follow orders as received from the engineer or company officer once 
you have arrived to the truck and drop off the hydrant wrench. 
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http://sandiegocheckoff.eventbrite.com
http://www.publicsafetyexcellence.org <http://www.publicsafetyexcellence.org/
http://brunacinileadershipseminar.eventbrite.com
http://brunacinicsuofeleadership.eventbrite.com/
http:// www.fireschool.org
http://www.fdic.com/index.html
http://www.bshifter.com/linkmap/lmap.aspx?mp=event_calendar
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http:// www.fireschool.org
http:// www.fireschool.org
http://www.bshifter.com/linkmap/lmap.aspx?mp=event_calendar
http://www.bshifter.com/linkmap/lmap.aspx?mp=event_calendar
http://www.bshifter.com/linkmap/lmap.aspx?mp=event_calendar
http://www.bshifter.com/linkmap/lmap.aspx?mp=event_calendar
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The systems used to manage hazard-zone operations must 
keep pace with resource deployment while simultane-
ously protecting the workforce. In most instances, the 

initial attack solves the major incident problems by eliminating 
the hazard(s). This approach also has the greatest positive impact 
on firefighter safety. When we put out the fire, it can no longer 
destroy life or property. For structural firefighting operations, this 
has the initial-arriving companies controlling the fire in the first 
few minutes of the operation. 

The only reason we transfer command is to improve com-
mand. As a response chief, I transferred command from the initial 
incident commander (IC) on less than 50 percent of the working 
fires I responded to. I quickly figured out that if command didn’t 
need to be transferred, and I transferred it anyway, radio commu-
nications doubled. The initial IC had everything laid out the way it 
needed to be, had all the key positions covered, had achieved “all 
clears” and “fire control,” and now the chief (me) shows up to the 
scene and transfers command of an event that is winding down. 
Every time a working company contacts the new IC (me) with a 
question, I have to contact the old IC for the right answer. In these 
instances, transferring command did not improve command.

For the other half of the incidents where I did transfer com-
mand, it actually improved command. The initial operation had 
not eliminated the major incident hazard(s) or completed the tac-
tical priorities. In these instances, we must reinforce incident oper-
ations. If not, firefighters are exposed to a higher degree of risks. 
A structure fire that isn’t quickly controlled with one or two attack 
lines must be treated as a senior menace. This is going to require 
a larger response to cover uncovered positions and reinforce existing ones. 
We must also upgrade the incident-scene organization to manage both the 
increased hazards and additional companies required to control those hazards. 

Reinforced operations are all about having a strategically positioned IC 
match operational positions to the incident conditions and building a true 
tactical level for the incident organization. The transition from initial to rein-
forced operations captures the quick-hitting effectiveness of the initial attack 
wave while allowing for the well-managed deployment of additional resources 
into the hazard zone. The IC must always be able to control the position and  
function of all hazard-zone operators. This is an absolute safety requirement. 

Continuing on this column’s last installment, we will pick up with our  

A Strategic 
Second Wind 
Reinforced ops provide a much-needed dose of 
tactical support to incidents with mature hazards.
BY NICK BRUNACINI
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initial attack for an offensive fire in a cabinet shop housed in an old 
commercial building. The officer of the initial-arriving unit assumed 
command of the incident, identified the strategy as offensive and 
implemented an incident action plan (IAP) to attack from the Alpha 
and Charlie sides of the building. The IC assigned the first four arriv-
ing companies. As previously stated, in the vast majority of these 
types of incidents, this initial operation will control the fire. Putting 
out the fire buys us all kinds of time we can use to finish searching 
the entire fire structure and to open up all the concealed spaces to 
check for extension (see Image 1, pg. 54).

This Is My Command Vehicle. 
There Are Many Others Like It, but This One Is Mine.
 Initial operations typically begin with a fast-attacking IC managing 
the incident from inside a burning building. The inside of a burning 
building is not a good position to manage a blossoming fire attack 
and represents the No. 1 reason why the fast-attack command posi-
tion must be upgraded quickly (see Image 2, right). This upgrade 
comes in one of two forms: 1) The hazard is quickly controlled/elim-
inated or 2) Command is transferred to an IC who will operate in a 
strategic position. 

Some fast-attacking ICs can assign companies as quickly as 
they announce they are staged. Although they may be capable of 
assigning wave after wave of resources, they cannot manage the 
ongoing details of an expanding attack. This has nothing to do 
with competence and everything to do with their physical operat-
ing position and strategic-level support. Our Acme Cabinet Shop 
IC is rapidly approaching his strategic limit with four companies.

Reinforced operations begin with placing a strategically positioned IC in 
command of the incident. Strategically positioned means inside the vehicle. 
Not standing on the Alpha Side, not operating inside the structure or standing 
in front of one of those new-fangled incident command hot-dog carts. Just 
pretend it’s raining frogs, stay inside your response vehicle and roll up your 
windows. The inside of the vehicle is the best place to monitor incident condi-
tions and marry them to the overall incident strategy. Managing the strategy 
in this fashion represents more than 90 percent of the IC’s strategic-level safety 
responsibility. 

The failure to manage the strategy properly is a recurring theme in virtu-
ally every tactical line-of-duty death. If all the IC does is control firefighting 
positions based on the incident conditions, you’ve made money on them. This 
is the major reason we upgrade from initial to reinforced operations. Effective 
initial operations serve as the foundation for reinforced ops. Transferring com-
mand from the fast-attacking IC to one who will operate in a strategic position 
is Step 1 for reinforced operations. 

The 30-Second Transfer
Command is typically transferred to a response chief, and the process needs 
to be quick. It is not done face-to-face; it happens over the tactical radio chan-
nel because the current IC is inside a burning building. The person who will 
become IC No. 2 should do most of the talking, because they are sitting inside 
their command post. It is also advantageous if IC No. 2 has circled the incident 
scene prior to transferring command. This is best accomplished by driving 
around the incident site as opposed to physically walking the incident scene. 
Getting out and walking is ripe with “snags” and other distractions that will 
slow down the transfer process, which should go something like this:

Image 2: Things get dicey 
inside a burning structure. 
Quickly upgrade command 
to someone outside the 
hazard zone.
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“Battalion 1 to Command.” 
“Command, go ahead Battalion 1. ”
“I copy that you have made entry through Alpha 

and have Engine 3 on deck in Alpha. Engine 2 is oper-
ating on the Charlie Side, and Ladder 1 is operating 
on the roof. ”

“That is correct. ”
“It looks like you are knocking down the fire. I’ll go 

ahead and transfer command.”
“Engine 1 copies. Outside conditions indicate 

good knock down, and Battalion 1 is taking com-
mand.”

“Battalion 1 to Dispatch.”
“This is Dispatch. Go ahead Battalion 1.”
“I am on the scene on Main Street and will be 

transferring command. Crews are getting a good 
knock down on the main body of the fire. We will con-
tinue in the offensive strategy. Give me the balance of 
a second alarm with Level 2 staging one block east.”

“Dispatch copies. Battalion 1 will be transferring 
command, and crews are getting a knock down of the 
main body of the fire. You will remain in the offensive 
strategy. Also requesting a second alarm with Level 2 
staging one block east.”(See Image 3, right.)

This entire transfer report took less than 30 sec-
onds. In less than a minute, the initial-arriving chief (IC 
No. 2) verified the position and function of all operat-
ing resources, reported that the initial attack appeared 
to be working, re-declared the overall incident strat-
egy, requested another alarm, identified the Level-2 staging location and took 
command of the incident. The fast-attacking IC only had to listen and say two 
short sentences and one medium-length sentence. At the end of these 30 
seconds, everyone listening to the tactical radio channel should understand 
what is going on and who is in command of the incident operation. 

IC + Support Officer = IC x 10
There are two major reasons the transfer of command was smooth and seam-
less. They are: 

1) Response chiefs fill the role of IC No. 2 in many systems. Pairing this 
individual with a command partner (e.g. aide, buggy boy, command tech, 
etc.) places an IC and a support officer on the initial dispatch. Dispatching 
IC No. 2 as part of the initial response allows them to listen to the incident 
operation from the very beginning. Pairing IC No. 2 with a partner who drives 
allows IC No. 2 to track assignments on the tactical worksheet during their 
response. One of the advantages of a strategic command post is it provides 
the most ideal place to support the IC. This allows IC No. 2 to monitor the 
radio, fill out the tactical worksheet and reference any preplan material dur-
ing the response. It is impossible to do these things when you are driving an 
emergency-response vehicle yourself (think texting on steroids while driving). 

2) A key element of smooth and effective command transfers is to have 
the senior-ranking incident responders (the IC No. 2s) train with the company 
officers (the IC No. 1s). Basing our professional relationships on the work we 
do is much more effective than only getting to see your boss when they’re 
delivering the mail, when something requires inspection, or when someone 
needs harsh, chief-level discipline. If the strategic level and task level do not 

Image 3
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train together, it should come as no surprise that any 
task-level operation requiring strategic support rou-
tinely results in a clusterfuck. 

The support officer manages strategic-level 
accountability by filling out and maintaining the tac-
tical worksheet. This includes verifying that enough 
resources have been assigned to the incident. 
Deploying these two members of the command 
team as part of the initial dispatch provides a robust 
command capability that serves double duty: Well-
managed incidents produce the quickest and most 
effective completion of the tactical priorities while 
simultaneously providing the required management 
capability for high-hazard incident operations.  

Sequestering the command team in a com-
mand post, in front of the incident site, anchors the 
incident operation to a command presence whose 
primary strategic-level responsibility is to make sure 
everyone goes home. The offensive strategy is indi-
cated for offensive fire conditions (i.e. critical factors). Applying the offensive 
strategy to defensive fire conditions will eventually produce injury and death 
to the hazard-zone workers. Connecting the strategy to the incident condi-
tions, operational capability and the risk-management plan creates a safety 
effect that is more powerful than a herd of safety officers, an army of RITs and 
a bushel of initiatives. It cannot be overstated. If the incident hazard is not 
quickly controlled, command must be transferred to a strategically positioned 
IC, who performs ongoing situation evaluation anytime firefighters are in a 
hazard zone.  

IC No. 2 is in a position to build on what IC No. 1 put in place. IC No. 2’s 
IAP is shown in Image 4, right.

IC No. 1 only needs to worry about the task-level assignments required for 
fire control and life safety. The fast-attacking IC should not concern themselves 
with assigning rehab responsibility, ensuring a PIO has been assigned to the 
incident, requesting a fire investigator or anything else that falls beyond life 
safety and putting out the fire. IC No. 1’s only strategic responsibility beyond 
the initial attack is to make a resource determination in the follow-up report.

The operation is at a place where IC No. 2 has reports coming from 
Alpha (E1), Charlie (E2) and the roof 
(L1). Alpha and Charlie are in the best 
positions to report on the conditions 
in the immediate fire area. L1 is in the 
best position to report on the status of 
the attic. The heavyweight, wide-span 
truss attic space represents the inci-
dent’s biggest potential safety hazard. 
If the roof fails, everyone underneath 
will be squished to death. 

The beauty of structural firefight-
ing is things are either getting bet-
ter or worse. IC No. 2 is in a position 
where they can monitor the changing 
incident conditions. Units are in all the 
right positions to give CAN (condi-
tions, actions & needs) reports. Situ-
ation evaluation for the strategically 

Image 5

Image 4
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positioned IC means connecting what they hear (reports from operating units) 
with what they see (visual info from the command post) to keep the strategy 
correct and the IAP current (See Image 5, pg. 57).  

True Tactical-Level Bosses
Reinforced operations is where we build the incident organization’s tactical 
level. The standard fire attack begins with the initial-arriving officer assuming 
command of the incident and operating in the fast-attack position. This IC is 
able to manage and lead an attack that solves the majority of our structural 
firefighting operations. In the event that a hazard still exists when IC No. 2 
arrives on scene, command is transferred. It was (is) a common practice for IC 
No. 2 to assign the former IC some type of tactical-level assignment as part 
of the transfer of command. Example (BC 1 transferring command from E1): 
“Battalion 1 will transfer command. E1, assume Alpha…”

One could easily argue that it is a whole lot easier for a working company 
officer to manage a single tactical area as opposed to the entire incident oper-
ation. If only life were that simple. The fast-attacking IC is typically in charge of 
the entire incident for the first 4 to 5 minutes of the incident operation. Their 
job involves identifying the correct strategy and determining the best two 
attack positions along with any required initial support work. As later-arriving 
companies stage, the fast-attacking IC can give them top-notch assignments 
because they have actually invested the first minute or so figuring out what to 
do based on the actual incident conditions. This initial IAP is good for the first 
3 to 5 minutes. This effective front-end should end in one of two ways:

1) It eliminates the incident hazard(s), bringing the incident into its wind-
down phase; or

2) It doesn’t solve the incident problem, and command is transferred to a 
strategically positioned IC.

Company officers are working bosses. Their interior work times are tied to 
the finite amount of air in their SCBAs. They are also directly connected to an 
attack line when operating in the hazard zone. As such, they have little ability 
to manage the ongoing tactical details for their entire operational area. This 
is particularly true when three or more companies are operating in the same 
attack position—especially when the operation requires cycling companies 
in and out of the hazard zone. Tactical-level requirements include managing 
resources within an assigned area in order to complete the tactical priorities. 
The fact that command had to be transferred is a sign of a longer hazard-zone 
operation (more than one bottle of air). 

The tactical level is responsible for managing the standard company 
work cycle for each attack position. This includes air management, entry 
control and layering resources in such a way that places ready companies in 
the warm zone whenever firefighters are operating in the hot zone. The ini-
tial operation solves the majority of structure fires, eliminating the need to 
cycle companies in and out of each attack position. The deployment process 
automatically upgrades for reinforced operations with a three-deep deploy-
ment model. Engine 1 initiated the attack position by advancing an attack line 
through Alpha. Assigning Engine 3 to go on deck in Alpha places a ready-
to-go company in Alpha’s warm zone. Because the initial IC quickly balanced 
the alarm, companies are now Level 1 staging—E1 working, E3 on deck, E4  
staging = three-deep.

The timeline of working company officers makes it difficult for them to be 
tactical bosses when the operations in their area last longer than a single tank 
of air. In order to manage entry control, you’ve got to be positioned in an area 
that’s adjacent to the entrance/exit into the attack position. Placing 3 compa-
nies in the same tactical area is the strongest indication that area requires a 
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warm zone boss. Using our cabinet shop as an example, IC No. 2 has three 
companies operating in the Alpha tactical area: E1, E3 and E4). 

The Trouble with Using Company Officers as Tactical Bosses
Let’s assume that IC No. 2 transferred command 7 minutes into the opera-
tion. This gives IC No. 1 around 7 minutes of air left in their SCBA. IC No. 1 
assigned E3 to pull a second line through Alpha 5 minutes after E1 went on air 
and made entry. This creates a situation when a few minutes from now, Alpha 
(E1) will contact the IC with the following report: “Be advised I’m low on air 
and need to exit. I will transfer Alpha to E3.” The company officers of E1 and 
E3 will not be having a face-to-face on the inside of our burning cabinet shop. 
Chances are the IC and officers of E1 and E3 will be communicating over the 
tactical radio channel to figure out who will be the boss in Alpha. If any part 
of that report gets screwed up, don’t worry, because we will get to repeat the 
whole thing 5 minutes later when E3 runs low on air and has to hand Alpha off 
to the next officer.

Using working company officers to fill the role of tactical boss becomes 
unmanageable when three or more companies are assigned to the same 
operational area. Company officers’ responsibilities include managing their 
company in the performance of assigned tasks. A working company officer 
may be able to coordinate their assigned set of tasks with another company 
operating in the same area, but adding a third unit to the tactical area is not a 
stabilizing force. In fact, it has the opposite effect and tends to turn the work 
area into a competition (especially on A Shift). Assigning three companies to 
the same operational area is also an indication that 30 minutes (or more) of 
work will be taking place. This will require cycling several companies (or more) 
in that operational area. 

If the company officer is expected to provide supervision for their com-
pany, it leaves no one to manage the warm zone. This creates a situation where 
no one is managing entry control. Most the time, this tactical-level vacuum 
isn’t a big deal. The real payday for our lack of a true tactical level comes when 
the shit hits the fan for that assigned area (or anywhere else at the incident 
scene). Every attack position becomes a magnet for firefighters to freelance 
their way into the hazard zone. Should this unorganized effort solve the prob-
lem, we glow in the after light of our hazard-zone mastery.

Throw a mayday into the equation without any real tactical bosses, and you 
have perfectly positioned yourself for organizational anarchy. In the absence 
of a true tactical level, the responsibility for managing each attack position 
defaults to the strategic level. Reinforced operations occur after the incident 
problem has outlasted the initial wave. The strategic level cannot manage 
six or more task-level units directly engaged in high-risk incident operations 
(like a mayday). The IC will quickly become overwhelmed with out-of-control 
radio communications. Vapor lock on the strategic level quickly leads to an 
avalanche of freelancing on the task level. If the emergency situation is not 
quickly resolved, the IC should expect more maydays. When this rogue effort 
doesn’t solve the problem, we throw a funeral and wonder what went wrong.

I believe the invention of safety officers and rapid intervention are stop-
gap measures to overcome our lack of a true tactical level. We have struggled 
as a service with accountability systems, air management procedures, PARs, 
ladder slides, firefighter tracking devices and the blasting of air horns and 
sirens to somehow keep firefighters safe inside burning buildings. None of it 
works worth a damn in the absence of warm-zone tactical bosses.

The lack of a true tactical level is the reason why passports, tracking devices 
and every other piece of accountability hardware is brought to the command 
post. Combine this with marking on-air times and an endless parade of PARs, 
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which automatically defaults to the IC, and it doesn’t take long to figure out 
where the hole is in the organization. Assigning safety officers and rapid inter-
vention crews on a different radio channel cannot and does not fill that hole. 

The Tactical Boss
A smaller, more well-trained and well-managed force will outperform a larger, 
less capable force. Loading an attack position with three or more companies 
requires a warm-zone boss. This boss must have 
the juice to manage and supervise the companies 
assigned to their tactical area. Some departments 
use the junior firefighter to manage entry control for 
each attack position. These individuals may be able 
to manage the accountability hardware for that tacti-
cal area, but they cannot manage the companies con-
nected to that hardware. This is not smart, effective or 
safe. Ranking responders should manage reinforced 
operations. The first-arriving chief (or whoever fills 
that role) transfers command and becomes IC No. 
2. The second-arriving chief should be assigned as 
the tactical boss of the most active/hazardous attack 
position. 

If the chief has a partner, the chief becomes the 
tactical boss while the partner assumes the safety-
officer role for the attack position. Utilizing the chief’s 
aide to fill the safety-officer role for the tactical area 
places a continuing safety presence in that area. The 
tactical boss effectively becomes the IC for their 
assigned area. This builds standard roles and responsibilities that match and 
align the strategic, tactical and task levels of the hazard zone organization. 
Although these roles and responsibilities align well with the rank of respond-
ing officers, they are ultimately based on the work we do and the hazards we 
face. 

The warm-zone tactical bosses’ responsibilities include:
•	 Evaluate critical factors for their assigned area;
•	 Develop a risk-management profile and proper strategy in the 

assigned area; 
•	 Coordinate the IAP for assigned area with IC;
•	 Manage the completion of the tactical priorities for assigned area;
•	 Coordinate activities with other tactical areas as required;
•	 Provide progress reports and updates to IC; and
•	 Request resource through IC.

The warm-zone safety officers’ responsibilities include:
•	 Assist BC with managing the assigned area (stay together);
•	 Manage accountability;
•	 Air management;
•	 Manage work/rest cycles of assigned companies;
•	 Manage layering of companies in the operational area: on-deck,  

recycle and assignment to rehab;
•	 Coordinate accountability with other tactical areas when required; 

and
•	 Communicate with Safety Section in the command post when  

implemented. 
The tactical and safety boss for each attack position are responsible 

for all assigned resources (see Image 6, above right). This pair manages the  

Image 6
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deployment of the companies for their assigned area. Tactical bosses make 
resource requests through the IC, but each of their companies reports directly 
to them. In our cabinet-shop example, the IC had six task-level companies 
reporting directly to him. Assigning a single warm-zone tactical boss took the 
IC’s span of control from six to four. If the IC reinforces the Charlie attack 
position, the span of control moves from four to three. If more companies are 
required in either of these positions, the IC’s span of control remains static at 
three because there is a real tactical level in place. This places supervision and 
leadership directly into the warm zone. This makes a certain amount of sense 
because the warm zone is the gateway into the hot zone, and the hot zone is 
where firefighters are most likely to be injured or killed. 

Assigning battalion chiefs to manage attack positions has a significant 
effect on both the strategic and task levels. Attack positions with three or 
more companies and 20 minutes (or more) of hazard-zone work get a boss 
whose only job is to coordinate the work in the position and watch out for the 
safety of all assigned personnel. I have noticed that command-post opera-
tions almost become boring after assigning battalion chiefs to manage the 
tactical level. Instead of filling the command post with more chief officers 
(referred to in some systems as a “Blanco Tsunami”), it makes much more 
sense to send these later-arriving officers to take over the tactical and func-
tional areas—including staging, rehab, PIO, etc.

Managing the tactical level this way allows us to operate on a single tacti-
cal channel. Keeping all the hazard-zone players connected on a single tacti-
cal radio channel offers a huge safety effect. Reinforced operations allows the 
IC to maintain a manageable span of control, which forces us to develop effec-
tive incident communication routines. Active and expanding attack positions 
get a warm-zone tactical-level boss, allowing us to conduct most communica-
tions in those positions face-to-face. The system expands and contracts to 
meet incident needs. The IC assigns the right amount of organization in all 
the right places. A strategically positioned IC, combined with warm-zone tac-
tical bosses, allows us to simultaneously to do incident command, manage 
strategy and tactics, and provide for firefighter safety in the quickest and most 
effective way possible. 

Click here! Visit Nick’s blog to discuss your opinions of his column. 

Nick Brunacini joined the Phoenix Fire Depart-
ment (PFD) in 1980. He served seven years as a 
firefighter on different engine companies before 
promoting to captain and working nine years 
on a ladder company. Nick served as a battal-
ion chief for five years and in 2001, he was pro-
moted to shift commander. He then spent the 

next five years developing and teaching the Blue Card curriculum at the 
PFD’s Command Training Center. His last assignment with the PFD was 
South Shift commander; he retired from the department in 2009. Nick is 
the author of “B-Shifter—A Firefighter’s Memoir.” He is also the co-author 
of “Command Safety” and “The Anatomy and Physiology of Leadership.” 

http://bshifter.com/linkmap/lmap.aspx?mp=forum_nick_brunacini
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We ran a standard operating procedure (SOP) for the first function of 
command, Deployment, in the last issue of B SHIFTER. Our plan is 
to run an SOP for one function of command in each issue. This issue 

contains the SOP for Function 2: Assume, Confirm and Positioning of Com-
mand. This function has been revised to include the transfer of command, 
which used to be found in Function 8: Continue, Transfer and Terminate com-
mand. This makes the most sense, as the goal is to place a strategically posi-
tioned IC in charge of the incident as quickly as possible. 

Each of these installments starts with the performance benchmarks from 
the Hazard-Zone Management Standard. This is the same standard the state 
of Minnesota accredited through the International Fire Service Accreditation 
Congress (IFSAC).

These procedures do not read like typical SOPs. They contain a little more 
explanation because each separate SOP connects the others to create a sys-
tem. The eight functions of command build upon, connect and reinforce one 
another. Changing one SOP can have a profound effect on other SOPs. For 
example, changes to the “staging” SOP will have a potential effect on assign-
ment by the IC, accountability, the standard company work cycle along with a 
host of other procedures. The added content will describe the how and why.

We provide these SOPs in Microsoft Word format (click the paperclip at 
right) so you can customize the content for your department’s needs. The next 
installment will cover Function 3: Situation Evaluation. It’s one of our favorites. 

Hazard-Zone Management Standard Performance Benchmarks 
for Function 2: Assume, Confirm & Positioning of Command

3.3 Assumption, Confirmation and Positioning of Command
Major Goal: Assume, Confirm and position command to quickly establish 
and confirm a single IC is established and to place that IC in the most effec-
tive initial command position. This duty involves assuming initial command 
of an incident or planned event, according to the following job performance 
requirements.

3.3.1 The first arriving unit (officer) must assume initial command.
This duty involves assuming command upon initial arrival, conducting a stan-
dard radio report, and positioning command according to the following job 
performance requirements.

(a) Requisite Knowledge: The initial unit (officer) must know the proce-
dures for initial command operations as prescribed by the AHJ.
(b) Requisite Skills: Advise communication of initial arrival, followed by 
standard radio report and assuming command.




 


 


 
We ran an SOP for the first function of command, Deployment in the last installment of 
BShifter (The Eagle issue). Our plan is to run an SOP for each function of command in 
each issue. This issue contains the SOP for the second function of command, Assume, 
Confirm & Positioning of Command. This function has been reworked to include the 
transfer of command (the transfer of command used to be found in function #8, 
continue, transfer and terminate command). This made sense, as the goal is to quickly 
place a strategically positioned IC in charge of the incident as quickly as possible.  
 
Each of these installments start with the performance benchmarks from the Hazard 
Zone Management Standard. This is the same standard the state of Minnesota got 
accredited through the International Fire Service Accreditation Congress (IFSAC). 
 
These procedures do not read like your typical SOPs. They contain a little more 
explanation because each separate SOP connects with one another to create a system. 
The 8 functions of command build upon, connect and reinforce one another. Changing 
one SOP (staging as an example) can have a profound effect on other SOPs (changes 
to staging has a potential effect on assignment by the IC, accountability, the standard 
company work cycle along with a whole host of other procedures). The added content is 
intended to describe the how and why. 
 
We provide these SOPs in Word format. This allows for editing and reformatting to 
further customize the content of these procedures to meet your department's needs. 
The next installment will be command function #3, Situation Evaluation, one of our 
favorites.  
 
Hazard Zone Management Standard performance benchmarks for 
Assume, Confirm & Positioning Command: 
 
3.3* Assumption, Confirmation and Positioning of Command 
Major Goal: Assume, Confirm and position command to quickly establish and 
confirm a single IC is established and to place that IC in the most effective initial 
command position. This duty involves assuming initial command of an incident or 
planned event, according to the following job performance requirements. 
 
3.3.1 The first arriving unit (officer) must assume initial command. 
This duty involves assuming command upon initial arrival, conducting a standard 
radio report, and positioning command according to the following job performance 
requirements. 


 
(a) Requisite Knowledge: The initial unit (officer) must know the procedures 
for initial command operations as prescribed by the AHJ. 
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(b) Requisite Skills: Advise communication of initial arrival, followed by 
standard radio report and assuming command. 
 
2.   Demonstrate the ability to assume and confirm command with  
a standard radio report. The exact duty required of the Incident Commander is  
assuming command of an incident through a procedure. 
 
(a)   Requisite Knowledge:   Demonstrate the ability to confirm command assumption 
with a standard radio report/procedure: 
 (1) Arrive on the scene 
 (2) Building/ event description 
 (3) Describe the problem 


4. action taken 
5. declare strategy 
6. assume and name command (with dispatch/communications confirmation) 
7. accountability position 
8. Safety concerns and the AHJ standard operating procedures. 


 
(b)   Requisite Skills:   Analyzing incident conditions, transmitting an accurate initial 
radio report, delegating responsibilities to other responders, 
coordinating operations with other response disciplines, operating communications 
equipment, implementing accountability system and assuming 
initial scene safety officer. 
3.3.3 Demonstrate the ability to select the proper command mode.  The Incident 
Commander shall identify the proper command mode; investigation, fast attack, 
command. 
 
(a)   Requisite Knowledge:  Identify the proper command mode based on standard radio 
report information and the various command procedures used by the AHJ. 
 
(b)   Requisite Skills:   Analyzing incident conditions and information, identify the 
proper command mode of operation. 
 
3.3.4 Position a stationary command post in an appropriate location as soon as 
possible into the event/inc. as defined in the AHJ standard operating procedures. 
Establish a command post with the correct command positioning and support for the 
current command mode.   
 
(a)   Requisite Knowledge: AHJ standard operating procedures for establishing a 
command post. 
 







 


 


(b)   Requisite Skills:   Analyze the standard radio report information and select and 
position the command post appropriately. 
 
3.3.5   Package command for ongoing operations and escalation. Manage the 
ongoing command operation within AHJ standard operating procedures and 
prepare a plan for possible escalation. 
 
(a) Requisite Knowledge:  Anticipate the ongoing operation with an understanding of the 
AHJ procedures for escalation. 
    
(b) Requisite Skills:  Coordinate and manage the communications of an on- going 
operation and the planning and coordination required to escalate an event. 
  
6.Assume initial command of an incident or planned event. Given an incident or 
planned event, a tactical worksheet or other documentation, a radio, assigned 
resources, the AHJ SOP, so that the incident conditions are accurately assessed, 
choosing the correct strategy, safety of all responders is ensured, a detailed report is 
transmitted, an appropriate initial Incident Action Plan is developed, resources are 
assigned appropriately, and the person assuming command and their location are 
identified and command is properly named. 
 
(a) Requisite Knowledge:  The AHJ SOP establishes responsibilities and authority of the 
Incident Commander, Incident Management Team, Command Staff and other 
personnel. Using the elements of a proper size-up report, appropriate location of 
Command Post, safety factors and considerations involved with incident operations, 
capabilities of resources assigned to an incident or planned event, various command 
documentation used by the AHJ. 
(b) Requisite Skills:  Analyzing incident conditions and developing a plan of action, 
transmitting an accurate size-up report, filling out incident worksheets and 
documentation, selecting a proper command post location, setting up functional 
command post, delegating responsibilities to other responders, coordinating operations 
with other response disciplines and operating communications equipment. 
  
 
Introduction - Assume, Confirm & the Positioning of Command  


• The key to safe and effective hazard zones operations is by managing an incident response from the very 
beginning of the event. This requires the initial arriving unit/member to take command and become the IC. The 
Incident Commander is the only person responsible for performing the standard 8 functions of command. The 
reason the IC builds an effective command organization is to manage the functions of command.  
•  
• As subsequent units arrive to the scene they must go through the IC to get an assignment. Assignment by 
the IC facilitates controlling the position and function of all hazard zone resources; implementing, managing and 
reviewing the IAP (completing the tactical priorities); and managing the ongoing safety of all hazard zone 
personnel. Well-managed hazard zone operations maximize the effectiveness of personnel and other resources, are 







 


 


brought under control quicker and are safer operations. The IC manages their strategic level accountability 
responsibility by tracking the position and function of all units operating in the hazard zone.  
•  


Incident operations are initiated when the fire department is notified for a service request(s) and 
the incident is dispatched. The intent of this service requests is to quickly place firefighters and 
other emergency responders on the scene to conduct incident operations that solves, eliminates 
and minimizes the incident hazards. Fire department response routinely involves operating at 
incident scenes with an active hazard zone. These procedures are specifically designed for 
managing structural firefighting operations that occur in areas that are immediately dangerous to 
life and health (IDLH). These same SOPs also apply to operating in any other type of high hazard 
area firefighters operate in. These type of incident scenes include: 
• Hazardous materials response. 
• Emergency medical responses that involve guns, weapons, terrorism or any other incident scene that involves 


active violence. These types of hazard zones must be controlled by local law enforcement before fire department 
personnel are allowed to enter. The fire department should stage in a safe location until local law enforcement 
controls the physical area where the fire department will operate. Cops shouldn't operate on the interior of burning 
buildings and we have no business getting in the middle of someone else's shoot out. This places the fire 
department in a support position for hazard zones that involve violence. 


• Any incident operation that takes place on an active roadway. We use command SOPs to manage the risks 
associated with traffic. 


• The local fire department is typically the lead agency for any hazard zone involving hazardous materials, technical 
rescue, emergency medical response and/or fire. This places an fire department Incident Commander in charge of 
these multiple-agency incident scenes and is explained in further detail in the unified command section of function 
#8.  
•  
• First unit or member to the scene must assume command 
• The first arriving unit or member to arrive to the scene will assume command of the incident. In many 
instances the initial IC will be the company officer of an engine company. This initial arriving officer oftentimes 
operates on all 3 levels of the incident organization (strategic, tactical & task). They will quickly size up the key 
critical factors, determine the correct strategy along with the initial incident action plan (IAP). They will then 
physically assist with the attack and supervise their crew, performing as the IC in the fast attack position. 
•  
• In cases of one or two unit responses (EMS, trash fire, car fire, etc.), when the officer of the initial arriving 
company makes the determination that no further units will be required the formal assumption of command (over 
the tactical radio channel) is not necessary. In these instances the initial arriving officer is in charge of the incident 
operation. If the officer in charge determines more resources will be required, they will formally assume 
command of the incident as part of upgrading the assignment. Command is formally established (via initial radio 
report) for all incidents where 3 or more units will be assigned to the same incident. The assumption of command 
places an Incident Commander (IC) in charge of the incident scene. The Dispatch Center confirms an IC is in 
place when they announce (as an example), "Engine 1 will be Main Street Command."  
•  
• Formal assumption of command 
• An effective initial radio report wraps the first 5 functions of command together and satisfies most of the 
initial IC's strategic level responsibilities. This becomes critical when the IC is operating in a fast-attack position. 


• Deployment - Level 1 staging is automatically implemented when command is established. 
• Assume, Confirm & Positioning of Command - Command is established and confirmed as part of the initial radio 


report. 







 


 


• Situation Evaluation - The IC conducts a size up as the foundation of the strategic decision making process. 
• Communications - The IC takes charge of the communications process when establishing command.  
• Strategy and Incident Action Planning - The IC identifies the overall incident strategy and corresponding IAP.   


•  
• The Initial Radio Report 
• Beginning incident operations with the formal assumption of command as part of a concise initial radio 
report paves the way for a well-managed front end. The initial radio can be broken down into it's basic 
components. These initial radio reporting elements include: 


• Contact the Dispatch Center. Example: "Engine 1 to Dispatch."  
This does several things, first it ensures the member is on the correct radio channel. It 
also notifies the Dispatch Center that Engine 1 wants to communicate with them.        
This prompt also alerts the remainder of the incident assignment that the first due unit 
has very likely arrived to the incident scene and is about to transmit the initial radio 
report. 
•  Unit ID and position. Example: "Engine 1 is on the scene,". 
This alerts the entire incident response that the initial arriving unit has arrived to the 
scene (or the reported location of the incident). In cases where the initial IC is not on the 
scene they should say so as part of the initial report. Example: "Engine 1 has smoke in 
the area. We will assume Main Street Command and continue checking." This allows 
the initial arriving officer to assume command, which automatically implements level 1 
staging procedures. It also provides the IC time to get into the best possible position 
while eliminating situations where the second arriving unit arrives to the scene (unaware 
that the first due unit is getting into a better position) and assumes command. Placing 
later arriving units in level 1 staging provides the IC the flexibility to cover multiple 
positions from multiple directions. 
 
The next element of the initial radio report is a description of the incident scene and the 
action being taken. This prepares the entire incident response for the ensuing operation. 
For structure fires these elements include: 
• Describe the building - size, height and occupancy type. 
• Describe the location of the fire - descriptions include: nothing showing, light smoke, working fire and defensive 


fire conditions.  
• Identify the initial attack position and the assignments for that position. In most instances this will describe what 


the IC is doing with his/her company. 
• Determine the overall incident strategy - offensive or defensive.  
• Take command of the incident - The IC should name command, either after the street the incident is located on 


(example: "Main Street Command") or the occupancy (example: "County Hospital Command).  
•  
• Follow up report 
• The follow reporting elements includes: 


• Any pertinent information gained from a 360. Example: "Command to Alarm...360 complete. Nothing further to 
report." or "360 complete. We have a working fire in the basement and will be adjusting the attack for a working 
basement fire." 


• Resource determination. This ensures enough resources have been assigned to the incident during the very the 
beginning of the incident operation. There are three basic resource determinations: hold the assignment, cancel the 
remainder of the assignment or upgrade the assignment. If the IC determines more resources will be required, the 







 


 


request for additional resources should come in the form of additional alarms. Making resource requests in the 
form of additional alarms upgrades the assignment in a standard manner, eliminating situations where the IC must 
identify and request specific units. Example: "Give the balance of the 2nd alarm." 


• Accountability location. The initial arriving apparatus to each tactical position typically becomes the 
accountability location for that operational area. Example: "Engine 1 will be the Alpha-side accountability 
location." 
•  
• Commencing hazard zone operations in this fashion allows the IC to provide a quick and accurate briefing 
of the obvious incident conditions, put a plan in place and ensure the appropriate number of resources have been 
assigned to the incident. This causes effective and coordinated action, reduces communications later on in the 
incident and lays the ground work for a seamless transfer of command. 
•  
• The IC uses the radio designation of "Command". As an example, if the officer of Engine 1 assumes 
command he/she no longer uses the radio designation "Engine 1", they are "Command".  
•  
• Command positions 
• There are 3 command positions. They are: 
• Investigative 
• Fast attack position 
• Strategic position 
•  
• Investigative 
• The investigative position is used for situations with no apparent hazards. These are typically "smells and 
bells" (odors and alarms). These types of situations require further investigation by the IC to determine the nature 
of the incident. The IC physically goes to where the problem is reported to investigate. This information safari is 
conducted without advancing attack lines. This is how investigative is different from the fast attack position. The 
advantage of the investigative position is it allows the initial IC to take command, causing later arriving units to 
stage out of the way, while determining if further action will be required. 
•  
• Fast Attack 
• The fast attack position is designed to quickly get the initial operation in place. The majority of offensive 
fire operations are brought under control by this initial operation. The fast attack position ends quickly in one of 
two ways - the hazard is quickly controlled/eliminated or command is transferred to an IC who will operate in a 
strategic command position. Either way, the fast attack operations should not last more than 5 minutes. The 
advantage of the fast attack position is it gives the IC a view of the incident conditions from both outside and 
inside. It also allows the officer to manage and supervise their crew while operating in the hazard zone. The 
disadvantage of the fast attack position is it places the IC inside the hazard zone, one of the worst places to 
manage and conduct a size up from. That is why it critical that the fast attack position end quickly. 
•  
• Strategic Position 
• The strategic position is typically used by the initial arriving chief who transfers command from a fast 
attacking IC. Response chiefs should not operate in the fast attack position - their hazard zone responsibilities lies 
on the strategic and tactical levels. A strategic position is inside the command post. This starts out in their 
response vehicle. Inside the vehicle, with the windows rolled up provides the most ideal environment to monitor 
incident conditions, control hazard zone communications, track and record assignment along with all the other 
strategic level responsibilities that comes with being the IC. In the event that incident operations will escalate in 
size and/or length, command may be repositioned into a larger command post to support the current IC. This is 
typically accomplished with a command van to assemble a command team. 
•  







 


 


• The most ideal staffing arrangement for response chiefs (battalion chiefs in most systems) is to pair them 
with a command partner. This partner serves as the support officer when the initial arriving chief transfers 
command. The fact that the support officer drives during the response allows the chief to monitor radio traffic, 
research any pre-plan data and record assignments made by the fast attacking IC while enroute. This allows for a 
seamless transfer of command when the response chief arrives to the scene. 
•  
• The Transfer of Command 
• We transfer command to improve command. The decision to transfer command is ultimately left up to the 
later arriving, ranking officer. In some cases the fast attacking IC will have achieved the tactical benchmarks of 
"all clear" and "under control" before the initial ranking officer arrives to the scene. In many cases it makes more 
sense to leave command with the fast attacking IC - especially in situations where the hazard has been eliminated, 
operations have slowed down and the current IC is the most aware of the remaining work that must take place. In 
these instances transferring command may make command less effective.  
•  
• The major reason we transfer command is to improve firefighter safety by placing an IC in a strategic 
position to manage the ongoing size up process. This must be the benchmark anytime crews are operating in a 
hazard zone. If the initial operation doesn't control/eliminate the incident hazard(s), command must be transferred 
to a strategic positioned IC. The transfer of command is performed in the following manner: 
• Transferring officer contacts the fast attacking IC 
• Example:  
• "Battalion 1 to Main Street Command." 
• "This is command, go ahead BC 1." 
• "I copy you've advanced a line through the Alpha side, you have E2 with an attack line through the Charlie 
side and you have Ladder 1 on the roof. It looks like your making good progress on the fire. I will transfer 
command." 
• "Command copies BC 1. You are correct on my assignments and we are getting a good knockdown on the 
fire. BC 1 will be transferring command." 
• "BC 1 to Dispatch"...."BC 1 will be transferring Main Street Command. We are making good progress on 
fire control and will continue operating in the offensive strategy." 
•  
• The transferring officer is in a better position to quickly reconfirm the initial IC's assignments. It is also 
advantageous to give the interior officer a status report of the incident conditions as viewed from the command 
post. The new IC completes the transfer process through the Dispatch Center and reconfirms the overall incident 
strategy.   
•  
• Once the IC is in a strategic position it should end any further transfers of command. As later arriving, 
higher-ranking officers show up to the scene they should be used to support the current IC. This is accomplished 
by assembling a command team (IC, Support Officer and Senior Advisor). Later arriving, ranking officers can 
also be assigned to assume tactical level responsibilities (warm zone tactical bosses), safety officers, or any other 
assignment by the command team.  
•  
• Transferring command every time the next higher ranking officer arrives to the scene is very disruptive to 
the strategic level and should be avoided. This is covered in greater detail in command function #8, continue, 
support and terminate command.  
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3.3.2. Demonstrate the ability to assume and confirm command with 
a standard radio report. The exact duty required of the Incident Com-
mander is assuming command of an incident through a procedure.

(a)   Requisite Knowledge:  Demonstrate the ability to confirm command 
assumption with a standard radio report/procedure:

1. Arrive on the scene
2. Building/ event description
3. Describe the problem
4. Action taken
5. Declare strategy
6. Assume and name command (with dispatch/communications confir-
mation)
7. Accountability position
8. Safety concerns and the AHJ standard operating procedures.

(b)   Requisite Skills:   Analyzing incident conditions, transmitting an 
accurate initial radio report, delegating responsibilities to other responders, 
coordinating operations with other response disciplines, operating communi-
cations equipment, implementing accountability system and assuming initial 
scene safety officer.

 
3.3.3 Demonstrate the ability to select the proper command mode.  The 
Incident Commander shall identify the proper command mode; investiga-
tion, fast attack, command.

(a)   Requisite Knowledge:  Identify the proper command mode based on 
standard radio report information and the various command procedures used 
by the AHJ.

(b)   Requisite Skills:   Analyzing incident conditions and information, iden-
tify the proper command mode of operation.

 
3.3.4 Position a stationary command post in an appropriate location as 
soon as possible into the event/inc. as defined in the AHJ standard oper-
ating procedures. Establish a command post with the correct command 
positioning and support for the current command mode.  

(a)   Requisite Knowledge: AHJ standard operating procedures for estab-
lishing a command post.

(b)   Requisite Skills:   Analyze the standard radio report information and 
select and position the command post appropriately.

 
3.3.5   Package command for ongoing operations and escalation. 
Manage the ongoing command operation within AHJ standard operating 
procedures and prepare a plan for possible escalation.

(a) Requisite Knowledge:  Anticipate the ongoing operation with an 
understanding of the AHJ procedures for escalation.

(b) Requisite Skills:  Coordinate and manage the communications of an 
ongoing operation and the planning and coordination required to escalate 
an event.

 
3.3.6 Assume initial command of an incident or planned event. Given an 
incident or planned event, a tactical worksheet or other documentation, 
a radio, assigned resources, the AHJ SOP, so that the incident condi-
tions are accurately assessed, choosing the correct strategy, safety of all 
responders is ensured, a detailed report is transmitted, an appropriate 
initial Incident Action Plan is developed, resources are assigned appropri-
ately, and the person assuming command and their location are identified 
and command is properly named.

(a) Requisite Knowledge: The AHJ SOP establishes responsibilities 
and authority of the Incident Commander, Incident Management Team,  
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Command Staff and other personnel. Using the elements of a proper size-up 
report, appropriate location of Command Post, safety factors and consider-
ations involved with incident operations, capabilities of resources assigned to 
an incident or planned event, various command documentation used by the 
AHJ.

(b) Requisite Skills:  Analyzing incident conditions and developing a plan 
of action, transmitting an accurate size-up report, filling out incident work-
sheets and documentation, selecting a proper command post location, setting 
up functional command post, delegating responsibilities to other responders, 
coordinating operations with other response disciplines and operating com-
munications equipment.

 
Introduction—Assume, Confirm & the Positioning of Command 
The key to safe and effective hazard zones operations is by managing an 
incident response from the very beginning of the event. This requires the 
initial arriving unit/member to take command and become the IC. The Inci-
dent Commander is the only person responsible for performing the standard 
8 functions of command. The reason the IC builds an effective command 
organization is to manage the functions of command. 

As subsequent units arrive to the scene they must go through the IC to 
get an assignment. Assignment by the IC facilitates controlling the posi-
tion and function of all hazard zone resources; implementing, managing 
and reviewing the IAP (completing the tactical priorities); and managing the 
ongoing safety of all hazard zone personnel. Well-managed hazard zone 
operations maximize the effectiveness of personnel and other resources, are 
brought under control quicker and are safer operations. The IC manages 
their strategic level accountability responsibility by tracking the position and 
function of all units operating in the hazard zone. 

Incident operations are initiated when the fire department is notified for 
a service request(s) and the incident is dispatched. The intent of this service 
requests is to quickly place firefighters and other emergency responders 
on the scene to conduct incident operations that solves, eliminates and 
minimizes the incident hazards. Fire department response routinely involves 
operating at incident scenes with an active hazard zone. These procedures 
are specifically designed for managing structural firefighting operations 
that occur in areas that are immediately dangerous to life and health (IDLH). 
These same SOPs also apply to operating in any other type of high hazard 
area firefighters operate in. These type of incident scenes include:

•	 Hazardous materials response.
•	 Emergency medical responses that involve guns, weapons, terror-

ism or any other incident scene that involves active violence. These 
types of hazard zones must be controlled by local law enforcement 
before fire department personnel are allowed to enter. The fire 
department should stage in a safe location until local law enforce-
ment controls the physical area where the fire department will oper-
ate. Cops shouldn’t operate on the interior of burning buildings and 
we have no business getting in the middle of someone else’s shoot 
out. This places the fire department in a support position for hazard 
zones that involve violence.

•	 Any incident operation that takes place on an active roadway. We use 
command SOPs to manage the risks associated with traffic.
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•	 The local fire department is typically the lead agency for any haz-
ard zone involving hazardous materials, technical rescue, emergency 
medical response and/or fire. This places an fire department Incident 
Commander in charge of these multiple-agency incident scenes 
and is explained in further detail in the unified command section of  
function #8. 

First unit or member to the scene must assume command
•	 The first arriving unit or member to arrive to the scene will assume 

command of the incident. In many instances the initial IC will be the 
company officer of an engine company. This initial arriving officer 
oftentimes operates on all 3 levels of the incident organization (stra-
tegic, tactical & task). They will quickly size up the key critical factors, 
determine the correct strategy along with the initial incident action 
plan (IAP). They will then physically assist with the attack and super-
vise their crew, performing as the IC in the fast attack position. 

•	 In cases of one or two unit responses (EMS, trash fire, car fire, etc.), 
when the officer of the initial arriving company makes the determi-
nation that no further units will be required the formal assumption 
of command (over the tactical radio channel) is not necessary. In 
these instances the initial arriving officer is in charge of the incident 
operation. If the officer in charge determines more resources will 
be required, they will formally assume command of the incident as 
part of upgrading the assignment. Command is formally established 
(via initial radio report) for all incidents where 3 or more units will be 
assigned to the same incident. The assumption of command places 
an Incident Commander (IC) in charge of the incident scene. The Dis-
patch Center confirms an IC is in place when they announce (as an 
example), “Engine 1 will be Main Street Command.” 

Formal assumption of command
•	 An effective initial radio report wraps the first 5 functions of command 

together and satisfies most of the initial IC’s strategic level responsi-
bilities. This becomes critical when the IC is operating in a fast-attack 
position.

•	 Deployment—Level 1 staging is automatically implemented when 
command is established.

•	 Assume, Confirm & Positioning of Command—Command is estab-
lished and confirmed as part of the initial radio report.

•	 Situation Evaluation—The IC conducts a size up as the foundation of 
the strategic decision making process.

•	 Communications—The IC takes charge of the communications pro-
cess when establishing command. 

•	 Strategy and Incident Action Planning—The IC identifies the overall 
incident strategy and corresponding IAP.  

Initial Radio Report
•	 Beginning incident operations with the formal assumption of com-

mand as part of a concise initial radio report paves the way for a well-
managed front end. The initial radio can be broken down into it’s 
basic components. These initial radio reporting elements include:

•	 Contact the Dispatch Center. Example: “Engine 1 to Dispatch.” 
•	 This does several things, first it ensures the member is on the correct 

radio channel. It also notifies the Dispatch Center that Engine 1 wants 
to communicate with them. This prompt also alerts the remainder of 
the incident assignment that the first due unit has very likely arrived 
to the incident scene and is about to transmit the initial radio report.
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•	 Unit ID and position. Example: “Engine 1 is on the scene.”
•	 This alerts the entire incident response that the initial arriving unit has 

arrived to the scene (or the reported location of the incident). In cases 
where the initial IC is not on the scene they should say so as part of 
the initial report. Example: “Engine 1 has smoke in the area. We will 
assume Main Street Command and continue checking.” This allows 
the initial arriving officer to assume command, which automatically 
implements level 1 staging procedures. It also provides the IC time to 
get into the best possible position while eliminating situations where 
the second arriving unit arrives to the scene (unaware that the first 
due unit is getting into a better position) and assumes command. 
Placing later arriving units in level 1 staging provides the IC the flex-
ibility to cover multiple positions from multiple directions.

The next element of the initial radio report is a description of the incident 
scene and the action being taken. This prepares the entire incident response 
for the ensuing operation. For structure fires these elements include:

•	 Describe the building—size, height and occupancy type.
•	 Describe the location of the fire—descriptions include: nothing show-

ing, light smoke, working fire and defensive fire conditions. 
•	 Identify the initial attack position and the assignments for that posi-

tion. In most instances this will describe what the IC is doing with his/
her company.

•	 Determine the overall incident strategy—offensive or defensive. 
•	 Take command of the incident—The IC should name command, 

either after the street the incident is located on (example: “Main 
Street Command”) or the occupancy (example: “County Hospital 
Command). 

Follow-Up Report
The follow reporting elements includes:

•	 Any pertinent information gained from a 360. Example: “Command 
to Alarm...360 complete. Nothing further to report.” or “360 com-
plete. We have a working fire in the basement and will be adjusting 
the attack for a working basement fire.”

•	 Resource determination. This ensures enough resources have been 
assigned to the incident during the very the beginning of the incident 
operation. There are three basic resource determinations: hold the 
assignment, cancel the remainder of the assignment or upgrade the 
assignment. If the IC determines more resources will be required, the 
request for additional resources should come in the form of addi-
tional alarms. Making resource requests in the form of additional 
alarms upgrades the assignment in a standard manner, eliminat-
ing situations where the IC must identify and request specific units. 
Example: “Give the balance of the 2nd alarm.”

•	 Accountability location. The initial arriving apparatus to each tactical 
position typically becomes the accountability location for that opera-
tional area. Example: “Engine 1 will be the Alpha-side accountability 
location.”

Commencing hazard zone operations in this fashion allows the IC to 
provide a quick and accurate briefing of the obvious incident conditions, 
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put a plan in place and ensure the appropriate number of resources have 
been assigned to the incident. This causes effective and coordinated action, 
reduces communications later on in the incident and lays the ground work for 
a seamless transfer of command. 

The IC uses the radio designation of “Command.”As an example, if the 
officer of Engine 1 assumes command he/she no longer uses the radio desig-
nation “Engine 1,” they are “Command”. 

Command Positions
There are 3 command positions. They are:
1. Investigative 
2. Fast attack 
3. Strategic

Investigative
The investigative position is used for situations with no apparent hazards. 
These are typically “smells and bells” (odors and alarms). These types of situ-
ations require further investigation by the IC to determine the nature of the 
incident. The IC physically goes to where the problem is reported to investi-
gate. This information safari is conducted without advancing attack lines. This 
is how investigative is different from the fast attack position. The advantage of 
the investigative position is it allows the initial IC to take command, causing 
later arriving units to stage out of the way, while determining if further action 
will be required.
 
Fast Attack
The fast attack position is designed to quickly get the initial operation in 
place. The majority of offensive fire operations are brought under control by 
this initial operation. The fast attack position ends quickly in one of two ways - 
the hazard is quickly controlled/eliminated or command is transferred to an IC 
who will operate in a strategic command position. Either way, the fast attack 
operations should not last more than 5 minutes. The advantage of the fast 
attack position is it gives the IC a view of the incident conditions from both 
outside and inside. It also allows the officer to manage and supervise their 
crew while operating in the hazard zone. The disadvantage of the fast attack 
position is it places the IC inside the hazard zone, one of the worst places to 
manage and conduct a size up from. That is why it critical that the fast attack 
position end quickly.

Strategic Position
The strategic position is typically used by the initial arriving chief who transfers 
command from a fast attacking IC. Response chiefs should not operate in the 
fast attack position - their hazard zone responsibilities lies on the strategic 
and tactical levels. A strategic position is inside the command post. This starts 
out in their response vehicle. Inside the vehicle, with the windows rolled up 
provides the most ideal environment to monitor incident conditions, control 
hazard zone communications, track and record assignment along with all the 
other strategic level responsibilities that comes with being the IC. In the event 
that incident operations will escalate in size and/or length, command may be 
repositioned into a larger command post to support the current IC. This is 
typically accomplished with a command van to assemble a command team.

 The most ideal staffing arrangement for response chiefs (battalion 
chiefs in most systems) is to pair them with a command partner. This part-
ner serves as the support officer when the initial arriving chief transfers com-
mand. The fact that the support officer drives during the response allows the 
chief to monitor radio traffic, research any pre-plan data and record assign-
ments made by the fast attacking IC while en route. This allows for a seamless 
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 transfer of command when the response chief arrives to the scene.

The Transfer of Command
We transfer command to improve command. The decision to transfer com-
mand is ultimately left up to the later arriving, ranking officer. In some cases 
the fast attacking IC will have achieved the tactical benchmarks of “all clear” 
and “under control” before the initial ranking officer arrives to the scene. In 
many cases it makes more sense to leave command with the fast attacking 
IC - especially in situations where the hazard has been eliminated, operations 
have slowed down and the current IC is the most aware of the remaining work 
that must take place. In these instances transferring command may make 
command less effective. 

The major reason we transfer command is to improve firefighter safety by 
placing an IC in a strategic position to manage the ongoing size up process. 
This must be the benchmark anytime crews are operating in a hazard zone. 
If the initial operation doesn’t control/eliminate the incident hazard(s), com-
mand must be transferred to a strategic positioned IC. The transfer of com-
mand is performed in the following manner:

Transferring officer contacts the fast attacking IC Example: 
“Battalion 1 to Main Street Command.”
“This is command, go ahead BC 1.”
“I copy you’ve advanced a line through the Alpha side, you have E2 with 

an attack line through the Charlie side and you have Ladder 1 on the roof. It 
looks like your making good progress on the fire. I will transfer command.”

“Command copies BC 1. You are correct on my assignments and we are 
getting a good knockdown on the fire. BC 1 will be transferring command.”

“BC 1 to Dispatch”....”BC 1 will be transferring Main Street Command. 
We are making good progress on fire control and will continue operating in 
the offensive strategy.”

The transferring officer is in a better position to quickly reconfirm the ini-
tial IC’s assignments. It is also advantageous to give the interior officer a status 
report of the incident conditions as viewed from the command post. The new 
IC completes the transfer process through the Dispatch Center and recon-
firms the overall incident strategy.   

Once the IC is in a strategic position it should end any further transfers of 
command. As later arriving, higher-ranking officers show up to the scene they 
should be used to support the current IC. This is accomplished by assembling 
a command team (IC, Support Officer and Senior Advisor). Later arriving, rank-
ing officers can also be assigned to assume tactical level responsibilities (warm 
zone tactical bosses), safety officers, or any other assignment by the command 
team. 

Transferring command every time the next higher ranking officer arrives 
to the scene is very disruptive to the strategic level and should be avoided. 
This is covered in greater detail in command function #8, continue, support 
and terminate command.   
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A reserve apparatus is not always a bad thing. Especially when you’re a 
young firefighter and the apparatus has jump seats open to the world 
and you are getting dressed on the way to a fire. Standing up. The 

wind is whipping, the engine is rumbling under the canopy and you can see 
the wide world around you. The truck pitches on the uneven road, rolls as it 
turns corners and weaves around other cars, and you ride the diamond 
plate like a pirate on the deck of a ship. In an open cab, respond-
ing is nearly as good as working fire.

 As the truck enters the freeway, the engine winds up. You’re 
making final adjustments to your airpack—once you’re fully 
dressed, you can focus on enjoying the ride, on scanning the 
horizon for that column. Then the truck makes an unex-
pected jig to the left, and you hit the strap apparently 
designed as a prank because it dips below your waist. 
As you go off balance, you get a view of the pavement 
and the concrete barrier speeding past. But you do 
not fall. Somehow, using instinct, incredible reflexes 
or plain dumb luck, you spin around and drop onto 
the cushion someone screwed to the body, appar-
ently as an afterthought. You nearly went, you think 
as you take a deep breath. Then you laugh. Then you 
stand up and finish the run on your feet. But, since safety is 
important, you get surer footing, put some spring in your knees 
and keep three points of contact.

 
Dollars & Safety Sense
It’s the reality of the fire service that we must deal with some madmen in our 
ranks. I speak to you as one of the madmen. Can there be any question that the 
above behavior is unreasonable? We cannot truly be made sane. We must be 
managed, whether by ourselves through experience or by superiors through 
discipline. To some extent, we are all mad. We are willing to enter a burning 
building, to crawl around in a cloud of fuel and, after surviving the experience, 
we eagerly await the next opportunity to repeat it. From a safety perspective, 
this attitude presents certain challenges. Many of us are unimpressed with the, 
“You could be hurt or killed” argument. 

 Nowhere is this more apparent than in the response to wearing seatbelts. 
Many assure us that wearing the seatbelt will destroy the fire service. There is 
no possible way we can work buckling up into our response, and so buildings 
will vaporize, and animals, which once were bitter enemies, will cohabitate. 
The moon will fall to the earth. Bunker gear has progressed from coats, boots 

Safety Has a Secret 
Bottom Line
A self-confessed madman’s alternative 
approach to safety compliance. 
BY JOHNNY PETERS
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and helmets to bunker pants, airpacks, hoods, and radio assemblies that hook 
to the coat and the mask. We have managed to learn how to get this stuff on 
in time to put out fires before they reach 1871 Chicago proportions, only to be 
utterly defeated by the lowly seatbelt.

 I am a recent convert to the belief in wearing seatbelts on 
fire apparatus. I wasn’t converted easily. I spent years making 
fantastic arguments in defense of not buckling up. A few years 
ago, there was a serious accident in my department between 
two apparatus, and I had a moment of clarity.

As an officer, I have filled out several injured-on-duty forms. 
On those forms, it asks whether the member was using all his 
relevant safety equipment. In the case of a serious vehicle acci-
dent, seatbelts are obviously relevant. This form goes to the 
department and other agencies in charge of paying you while 
you’re off injured. If you were not following the regulations, you 
might find yourself saddled with the bills from your on-the-job 
injury. You might endanger your disability. You might, in the 
event of your death, really stick it to your surviving family mem-
bers.

 All over a seatbelt.
 Thus I invented the Alternative Approach to Safety (AAS). If the threat of 

injury does not convince a firefighter to comply with safe practices, then he 
needs to consider the risk to his bank account if an investigation of the acci-
dent uncovers that he went outside the orders.

Now, in the case of the seatbelt, my epiphany motivated me to figure out 
how to buckle up but still get dressed on the way to a fire. It is clear to me 
that the only unavoidable delay in the process of responding is the travel time 
between the station and the scene. This is the best time to get your gear on. 
And, once I went out and did it, I found that adding a seatbelt to the 235 other 
things I had to do was not the end of the world. Since then, I have buckled up 
on the way to fires and I am dressed when we get there. 

 The AAS can provide motivation to find ways to adapt and overcome 
the roadblocks safety rules can throw up, the extra steps they can add to our 
previous routines. If we cannot keep the powers that be from adding safety 
rules we often deem stupid, then how can we keep them from denying our 
benefits if we don’t follow their rules? The AAS makes use of our powerless-
ness in the face of The Man. It harnesses our distrust of the shadowy figures 
in HQ, like solar panels harness the deadly rays of the Sun. I am the Al Gore 
of the fire service.

In further recognition of diversity, the AAS has a variant: The Adversarial 
Approach to Safety. In this more extreme, conspiracy-theory version of the 
AAS, the higher powers have a hidden agenda. The idea behind safety com-
pliance isn’t to increase safety, but to rob you of your benefits. Do you work 
with a firefighter who believes the Moon landing was faked? This stronger 
version is perfect for him. In the Adversarial version, we harness the rebellious 
nature of the tin foil hat crowd by portraying the higher powers as just hoping 
you won’t put on that airpack. They relish stamping DENIED on your benefits 
forms. They will cackle as they watch your family spiral into destitution. Don’t 
play into their vile hands! Deny them their pleasure by wearing your airpack 
and buckling your seatbelt. Survive. That’ll show ‘em, the rat bastards. It is 
obvious that by making you acknowledge the restrictive laws of motion that 
they are actually attempting to deny you your hard-earned benefits. At some 
point, they probably lost a girlfriend to a firefighter, and their jealousy now 
motivates them to destroy us by decreasing our chances of injury.

  We are individuals, unique like snowflakes. No one approach to 
safety compliance will be effective. I am not baffled when a horrific story fails 

They relish stamping 
DENIED on your benefits 
forms. They will cackle as 
they watch your family 
spiral into destitution. 
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to make firefighters realize the importance of a safety practice, because we 
simply don’t see safety as primary importance, in spite of slogans. We see the 
lives of others as primary importance, including other firefighters (this belief is 
what really frustrates a firefighter attempting to teach a safe practice to other 
firefighters). And we don’t put property much lower on that scale, or else we 
wouldn’t continue interior attack after a primary search was completed, nor 
would we ever conduct salvage until fire suppression was complete and the 
building conditions evaluated. All the studies about culture and how we have 
to change it because otherwise we will die miss this essential point: This is 
Sparta.

 Don’t try changing the culture: Work with it.
 Look, I’d prefer to survive, but I will put myself in dangerous situations. 

Self-preservation clearly is not alone at the top of my list. If it were, I’d be a 
rotten firefighter. Another type of rotten firefighter is the firefighter who, when 
faced with a challenge, just gives up. When a new regulation comes down into 
our benighted cave, we don’t have to choose to venerate it as a holy relic or 
reject it as if it were a leper. We can be skeptical. We can question whether 
it’s a help or hindrance. But we also have to recognize the consequences of 
disobeying that rule and, ultimately, we need to find a way to incorporate it 
into our routine.

 We adapt and overcome (apologies to the Marines). In everything: In 
staffing, in crummy tools, poorly designed apparatus, fire-station thermostats. 
I hear all the time that we love tradition and hate change. Bullshit. We love 
change. Our job is about change and the reactions to it. If nothing changes, 
there is no challenge. If there is no challenge, we get restless and bored. The 
people who don’t like change are the ones we’re protecting. A new lock comes 
on the market, and we’re thinking about ways to screw that lock’s world. If 
locks were always the same, then we’d only be happy when we showed the 
rookie how to defeat them. We love change, and tradition is the backdrop 
against which we can fully appreciate change.

It seems to me that taking the attitude that we must change the culture of 
the fire service is a common thread in advocating safety.  I don’t think we need 
to change the culture in order to make it more safety oriented. We already are 
safety oriented: We protect life and property. All we need to do is remember 
our lives, as well.  

Click here! Visit Johnny’s blog to discuss his column.

Johnny Peters is a captain with the Houston Fire Department, 
and one of maybe five members who actually live in Houston. 
He is capable of hiding in an open locker for several minutes 
in order to frighten a co-worker coming out of the bathroom, 
but only uses his power for good.

 
 

http://bshifter.com/linkmap/lmap.aspx?mp=forum_johnny peters
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Each issue, the Last Call column will feature a tactical scenario from this quarter’s Blue Card Continuing Education (CE) 
Module. The quarterly CE modules are available for one year to all students who have completed the 50-hour Blue 
Card online training program. The scenario will also give those who haven’t subscribed to Blue Card a brief look at 

the web-based training platform that we produced to host the program. Enjoy the scenario, and please be safe out there. 

Blue Card CE Freebie! 
Exercise your IC muscles with this free 
sample tactical scenario from Blue Card’s 
CE module. Did we mention it’s free?
BY B SHIFTER STAFF

Click the paperclip 
at left to download a 
PDF overview of the 
Blue Card program!

This quarter’s free Blue Card Continuing Education sample is a managing 
the attack for a fire in a 2-story house with a lookout basement. It was built 
in 2004 out of lightweight construction. 

Click on Mr. Customer Service, left,  to launch the program. 

Play the video above to learn more about Blue Card.

http://bshifter.com/linkmap/lmap.aspx?mp=democe_mag3
http://vimeopro.com/user8072350/bshifter-summer-2011-issue-2/video/27797196
https://store.bshifter.com/BlueCard-v2
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Overview of the: “BLUE CARD”  


Hazard Zone Management  
Command Training & Certification Program 


 For: Managing NIMS Type 4 & 5 - Local Emergency Incidents 
 
The Incident Command Certification Program is designed to first instruct and then evaluate and 
certify Fire Dept. Officer’s who serve in the role of Incident Commander or an Incident 
Management Team (IMT) member that supervises and manage emergency and hazard zone 
operations for everyday, local NIMS Type 4 and Type 5 events. The Incident Command Standard 
is based on the text book: Fire Command, 2nd Edition© and the Standard 8 Functions of 
Command. This local command system has been used around the world for over 30 years. 
 
The “Blue Card” training program provides Fire Departments with a training and certification 
system that defines the best Standard Command Practices for common, local, everyday 
Strategic and Tactical emergency operations conducted on NIMS Type 4 & Type 5 events. This 
training and certification program produces Incident Commanders that make better decisions 
that will potentially eliminate the lethal and/or costly mistakes that cause injury, death, and 
unnecessary fire losses in the local response area. 
 
Course Qualifications/Prerequisites 


1. Must be a FF I & II 
2. Should be currently working in the role of Battalion Chief (or higher ranking officer), 


Company Officer, or trying to promote into either position.  
3. Minimum of 5 years of field experience, or 
4. With the permission of the Instructor 


 
The certification program is divided into 2 phases: Training Phase and the Evaluation Phase. 
 
Training Phase 
 
The Incident Command - Hazard Zone Management Standard requires that each student taking 
the course receive no less than 40 hours of classroom or on-line E-based training and instruction 
on the 8 Standard Command Functions and 8 hours of training (classroom or e-based) on 
Incident Safety Operations 
 
The programs 50 hour curriculum instructs the student in detail on the general knowledge and 
skills requirements that are defined in Section/Chapter 3 of the Hazard Zone Management 
Standard. Throughout the course the students are comprehensively instructed and coached on 
the 8 standard command functions and the first 5 command levels of a Type 4 & 5 Incident 
Management System (IMS). 
 
The program also includes instruction and training that establishes the best standard practices 
for the five most common incident occupancies in the local community. The standardization of 
the Strategic and Tactical requirements for these building types produces consistent, safe, 
effective, and well-managed incident operations throughout the local region. 
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Once the student has successfully completed the 48 hour training program they will be eligible 
to take the Hazard Zone Management certification written exam. The written test consists of 80-
100 multiple choice questions. Once the student has successfully completed the written exam 
with a score of at least 80%, they can move on to the evaluation portion of the program. 
 
Evaluation Phase 
 
Once the student has successfully completed the required hours of the training phase of the 
program and has passed the written exam, they will be eligible to participate in the 
evaluation/testing phase of the program. 
 
The evaluation portion of the program incorporates: 


 Standard 8 Functions of Command 


 Regional Standard Operating Procedures 


 Tactical Operations Templates for 5 local occupancy types 


 High fidelity structure fire simulations 
 
The evaluation portion of the course merges the Hazard Zone Management - Incident Command 
Standard with the local; resources, SOP’s, tactical hazards, and the standard operational action 
required for conducting safe and effective locally based operations. The simulation based 
training provides the students with valuable hands on training and experience for high risk, low 
frequency events. 
 
The evaluation phase of the program is a fairly intense, hands on process that requires 
3 - 8 hour days to complete (10 students max class size). Each evaluation day consists of running 
several simulations with brief incident reviews conducted between each simulation. The 
evaluation process requires smaller class sizes (no more than 10 students) in order for the 
students to have enough opportunities to be evaluated in the required positions for each 
tactical hazard. 
 
Students are evaluated in the roles of the Initial On-Scene Officer taking command (IC #1 – Fast 
attacking IC ) and the Battalion/District Chief position, filling the role of Incident Commander #2 
(stationary IC working out of a Command Post) . The evaluation process incorporates the use of 
high-fidelity structure fire simulations that represent the 5 major occupancy types in the local 
area. Evaluation benchmarks (knowledge and skills requirements for each command level 
position) are based on the 8 standard functions of command as well as the proper utilization of 
the local resources, SOP’s, tactical guidelines, NFPA and OSHA standards. 
 
The Hazard Zone Management – Incident Command Standard Certification Program requires 
that each student successfully pass evaluation on both command positions for each of the 5 
different building types. The typical 5 local building types: 
 


 Single family residential 


 Multi-unit residential 


 Strip Malls 


 Commercial 


 Big box 
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The Incident Command Certification will be valid for a 3 year period. At the end of the 3 year 
period, the Certificate holder will need to have enough continuing Strategic and Tactical training 
hours to re-certify, 12 hours per year (3 hours per quarter). The certificate holder will then have 
to successfully pass the same 3 day evaluation process in order to retain their certification 
(actual, documented field command experience can be applied to the CE and evaluation 
process). 
 
Train the Trainer Program 
 
A major objective of the Blue Card training program is for individual departments or regions to 
quickly manage the certification and evaluation program themselves, while customizing the 
system to the local topography, resource levels, and SOPs. Future instructor/certifier’s will first 
enroll in the Blue Card online training portion of the program (available at 
www.bluecardcommand.com). When the on-line portion of the program has been successfully 
completed, the instructor will be eligible to attend the train the trainer program. 
 
The Train the Trainer program consists of 6 consecutive, 8 hour days. Much more time is spent 
reviewing each simulation with the student/instructor in order to cover all of the teaching and 
evaluation points of the certification process. The train the trainer participants will also get 
much more detailed lesson plans and instruction on the 5 basic occupancy/building types, 
tactical level operations, command team operations and mayday operations. Instructors must 
have at least 5 years of fire service experience. The ideal Blue Card instructor would be a 
Department Training Officer, Response Chief or Ranking Operations Chief (Shift Commander, 
District Chief, etc.). 
 
After the instructor has successfully completed the entire program, they will be provided with 
an instructor’s package that includes:  


 10 complete, core simulations. Each simulation includes a PowerPoint review and 
Instructors guide. 


 Command Function Overview PowerPoint and Instructors guide 


 Communication Overview PowerPoint and Instructors guide 


 5 Tactical Template PowerPoint presentations and instructor’s guides for the 5 basic 
occupancy/building types 


 Fire Command DVD video series (9 DVDs) 


 Critical Fire Ground Factor DVD video series (3 DVDs) 


 Managing Mayday video series (4 DVD’s) 
 
In addition, the Blue Card on-line training program hosts an Instructors’ Support site. This site 
provides certified instructors with additional media and teaching resources that includes; 
additional simulations, instructor packages for both command, tactical, and task level training.  
 
The Blue Card train the trainer program offers FD's with incredible, turn-key resources that will 
help implement a comprehensive, local command training program at a fraction of the costs it 
would take a FD to produce the material/program themselves. It will also provide departments 
with a core group of instructors/evaluators that are now trained and equipped to deliver the 
Blue Card evaluation and certification process to the members of their own department or 
region. 
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Instructors Media Examples: Hands on Evaluation sheet for a fast attacking IC 
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Tactical Template Instructors Guide 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Instructors Simulation Guide & Simulation Eval sheet with sim benchmarks 
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